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SGA completes election of officers
Bridgeforth, Sheeran and Grant elected to executive council in run-off
by Jen Daum
staff writer
The Student Government Association
finally has a full slate of officers for the
upcoming year, as the final results of the
SGA run-off election were unveiled.
The positions of president, vice
president and secretary were decided in a
run-off election held on the commons
Tuesday.
The new president will be Danielle
Bridgeforth, who received 63.3 percent
of the vote. Bridgeforth's opponent,
Chris Smith; received 36.7 percent.
Vice presidential candidate Kelly
Sheeran, who received 56.3 percent of the vote, edged out
challenger Allen Taliaferro, who received 42.7 percent.
The new SGA secretary, Kelley Grant, earned 51.5 percent.
Grant's opponent, Justin Voshell, managed 48.5 percent of the
vote.
Cory Anderson was elected treasurer in the initial election
March 28. Chris Sikes won the Honor Council president's race,
while Leah Sansbury was the victor in the Honor Council vice
presidential campaign.
Current SGA President Jen Mabe said 1,129 of the 11.500
students at JMU voted in Tuesday's election, or about 9.8
percent of the student body.
Run-off elections are normal for SGA elections, she said.

because there are usually more than two candidates running for
positions. SGA election rules require the winning candidate to
take a majority of the votes rather than a
simple plurality.
"There has been a run-off election for
at least the past six years," she said.
Several candidates said the closed
election booths at the Lakeside area
served as one concern about the election
turnout.
Some candidates said they believed the
results of the election may have been
different had the polls at the Lakeside
area been open.
Smith said, "The turnout of different
interest groups were segregated. I feel
the Lakeside booths closed negated the business, freshman and
Greek votes."
Taliaferro said, "I was disappointed they closed the Lakeside
voting booths after announcing them as a voting location. I also
expected more people to vote."
According to Mabe, the reason for the lack of booths at the
Lakeside area was due to weather forecasts of rain for Tuesday.
The booths needed a place to be covered in case of showers.
Zane Showker Hall did not have any room for the booths to
be put inside, whereas the commons booths could be covered in
Grafton Stovall Theatre should a rainstorm have arisen.
Therefore, the commons was the only location available for
voting, Mabe said. Flyers were posted to inform the student body

Army colonel describes
military discrimination
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by Rick Thompson
staff writer
There is a need to eliminate hate and
prejudice from the military, according to a U.S.
Army officer forced to leave the service after
admitting she was a lesbian.
Col. Margarethe Cammermeyer is the
highest ranking officer to have been separated
from military service due to her sexual
orientation. She was reinstated in 1994.
In "Serving in Silence: Perpetuating Military
Prejudice — a Prototype of American Society,"
Cammermeyer combined personal perspective
and slides to trace the history of prejudice and
stereotypes in American society during the last
60 years.
Cammermeyer was brought to JMU by the
University Program Board as part of an
ongoing effort by UPB to bring diverse issues
to campus, according to Tasha Vij, newly
elected chair of the issues and cultural
awareness committee.
"Homosexuality [as an issue] is something
we haven't brought here before," Vij said.
Before her lecture, Cammermeyer said she
gives "a history lesson on the cost of prejudice
that has existed" throughout time and society.
About 350 people attended the two hour
presentation in Wilson Hall Monday evening.
The audience consisted JMU students and staff,
as well as area residents.
One resident, George Meadows of
Harrisonburg, said he was very impressed with
Cammermeyer's lecture.
> 'I'^Y* IWense fespeqt for, the fact that she,

AMY SANDUtVstaffphotographer
Margarethe Cammermeyer autographs
a copy of her book Monday evening.
Sophomore Natalie Batrouny said, "It was
important to be here tonight. She was a very
good speaker and very humorous."
Cammermeyer used her life story and a
series of slides to show the audience how
prejudice and stereotypes have permeated
society, particularly in the various branches of
the military.
By the end of the presentation,
Cammermeyer had shared her experiences of
,'•'.

see COLONEL page 2

of the change of the voting area, she said.
SGA predictions estimated only about 200 voters would have
voted at the Lakeside polls had they been open. Mabe said.
'Those few votes would not have made much difference."
Run-off elections usually attract about half as many voters as
the initial elections. Mabe said. In past run-off elections, only
about 600 students voted, whereas this year more than 1,100
ballots were cast.
Voshell said, 'The voter turnout as a whole was tremendous."
Bridgeforth said she was pleased with the large number of
voters as well.
'The turnout was favorable. There were a good number of
student voters, especially for run-off elections," Bridgeforth said.
Before the end of the year, Bridgeforth said she plans to get
together with the rest of the executive council.
"I want to make sure the [executive council] is of one
accord," she said. "I want to establish a solidified SGA body."
Many candidates said they believed the elections were fair
and well-waged.
"I feel all the campaigning was clean. I was glad about that,"
Bridgeforth said.
Smith said, "I feel there was a clean and positive campaign.
I'm disappointed in the results, but I wish Danielle the best."
Sheeran said although the election outcome was delayed, she
is thrilled with the final results.
"I'm glad it's over with. Now 1 won't have to harass anyone
on the commons anymore," she said. "I would just like to thank
see ELECTION page 2

Allen plan may affect 79 JMU jobs
by Rick Thompson and Jodie Bartoe
staff writers
JMU stands to lose 79 positions and $2.7
million under Gov. George Allen's Workforce
Transition Act, JMU Director of Media
Relations Fred Hilton said.
The act, part of Allen's efforts to downsize
the state work force, allows eligible state
employees to either retire early or have their
positions bought out by the state.
Fifty JMU staff members have opted for
early retirement; the remaining 29 have opted
for the buyout, Hilton said.
JMU would be responsible for paying for the
buyouts and funding the retirements, Hilton
said.
There were 1,050 JMU staff members
eligible for the plan, Hilton said.
According
to
Cliff
Schroeder,
communications director for the secretary of
the administration of Virginia, any state
employee except sworn employees are eligible.
Sworn employees include police officers and
teaching faculty of state colleges and
universities.
Hilton said in order for staff members to
take advantage of the act. they must go through
an application process.
"The university is in the process of
reviewing [the applications] and can either
approve these or reject them." he said.
The reviewing process involves "looking at
the applications and deciding in which cases it
is feasible and in which cases it is not feasible
[to eliminate the position]," he said.
The applications will then be sent to the
governor's office, where the state will either
reject or approve them, Hilton said.
According to Schroeder. .the 6UJte, will also

evaluate each application "case by case, and
deeming whether an agency can fulfill its
obligations" without the position.
"If the position is critical to the agency, then
the application will be refused," Schroeder
said.
According to Hilton, for each application
approved by the state, JMU will "lose the
position and the funding," meaning the position
would be eliminated entirely.
This will affect all areas of the university,
Hilton said, including positions in the library,
housekeeping, computing support and clerical
positions.
According to Schroeder, the state will be
making its final decisions by April 15, and the
position will end May I.
Hilton said he is not sure how many of the
applications will be accepted or rejected by the
university.
Dennis Robison, dean of Integrated
Learning Resources, said, "We're not certain
what the ultimate outcome will be. It could be
disastrous [to 1LR]."
1LR may lose up to 10 percent of its
employees through the act, he said.
ILR consists of computing support. Carrier
Library, media resources and the multimedia
center.
According to Acting University Librarian
Barbara Miller, six people out of a staff of 52
have turned in applications.
"We're very, very concerned about the
impact of that on our program," she said.
If all six of the applications are approved,
the applicants would be expected to leave their
positions by May 1, Miller said.
According to Hilton, a job extension
involves more applications the^late must
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everyone who voted, helped and supported
me."
Taliaferro said, "I think Kelly will do an
excellent job. I feel we both ran good, clean
campaigns."
"The race was tough because it was so
close. I am happy with the way the

campaigns went because there was no
slander," Voshell said.
Although Smith did not take the victory
in the president's race, he said he plans to
continue to pursue his goals to increase the
student voice.
Smith said he will finish his term in his
senate position. He then hopes to establish a

brand new club called Students for Real
Change.
The purpose of the organization will be to
keep SGA in touch with student ideas and
opinions, he said.
The new SGA officers will be sworn in at
later this month at the annual SGA banquet.
The banquet will be held April 25.

Get me out

Members of the
Harrisonburg Rescue
Squad demonstrate the
"Jaws of Life" Wednesday
on the commons. The
contraption is used to
extricate victims from car
wrecks. The rescue squad,
which is on call 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year, used
a mannequin to represent
an actual victim in a car
involved in an automobile
wreck Friday on 1-81.

MELISSA PALLADINO/
assl. photo editor

growing up in the post-World War II American society,
getting married, raising a family, then realizing she was a
homosexual and watching her career fall apart based
solely on her sexual orientation.
Cammermeyer revealed her sexual orientation to
another officer during a routine, top secret investigation in
1989. The investigation was part of her efforts to receive
another promotion, she said.
Immediately after telling the officer "I'm a lesbian,"
she said she "had a sinking feeling," and thought to
herself, "This is going to ruin my career."
Two and a half years later, after internal decisions had
been made in the Army, Cammermeyer was separated
from military service, she said, although her 23-year
record of service was "stellar."
Cammermeyer fought the decision in court, but said
she gained a new light on hate and prejudice when she
was confronted by a complete stranger one day in a
parking lot who yelled, "I wish you had died in Vietnam."
According to a press release from Lecture Literary
Management, Inc., who is managing Cammermeyer's
lecture tour, on June I, 1994, "Federal Judge Thomas S.
Zilly in Seattle ordered the military to reinstate Col.
Cammermeyer, ruling that 'the military's policy on
homosexuals at the time was a clear violation of the
Constitution's equal protection clause.'"
According to Cammermeyer, her unit "as a whole gave
me a standing ovation upon my return."
Cammermeyer had her autobiography Serving in
Silence published in fall. 1994.
Her life story has also been portrayed in an NBC
television movie starring Glenn Close and produced by
Barbra Streisand.
Cammermeyer said she supports a repeal of the ban on
homosexuals in the military, including President Bill
Clinton's "don't ask, don't tell" policy,
This 1993 policy allows homosexuals to serve in the
military if they are not open about their sexuality and they
are not caught practicing homosexual acts.
America should "never again have a society where
people will have to serve in silence," Cammermeyer said.
Many supporters of the ban argue that allowing openly
homosexual individuals to serve can ruin morale and
damage the coherence and discipline of military units, she
said.
However, in 1948, President Harry Truman signed an
executive order ending segregation of blacks and whites
in the military, although the same arguments were being
made and "nothing happened," she said.
Society should also fight efforts by the leaders of
Congress, including Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich
(R-Ga.) and Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole (R-Kan.),
to reinstate a full ban of homosexuals serving in the
military, she said.
Cammermeyer joined the Army as a nurse in the 1960s
to help pay for college, she said.
She married and had four sons before realizing she was
homosexual during the 1980s, she said.
During her presentation, Cammermeyer also described
the perceptions placed on men and women during and
after World War II.
'The perception was if a woman was not attached to a
man than she was less," Cammermeyer said.
At the same time, "the role of women in the house was
changed" by America's effort to wage war, she said,
showing slides of women who were brought into various
positions formerly held by the men who had gone into
battle.
But there was a stigma attached to these women, who
were portrayed as having a man's physique, she said.
Women were also fed with images portraying men as
heroes they should look up to, according to
Cammermeyer, who illustrated this point with a slide of a
poster showing a woman saying, "Gee, I wish I were a
man — I'd join the Army."
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CORRECTION
In the interior design
program story on page 1 of
the April 3 issue of The
Breeze, the Interior Design
Club should have been
referred to as the student
chapter of the American
Society of Interior Designers.
The Breeze regrets the error.
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SGA debates, allocates front-end budget
by Stacey Danzuso
SGA reporter
Froni-end budgeting was the topic of
Tuesday night's Student Government
Association meeting in the Warren Highlands
Room.
In the spring, SGA allocates 10 student
organizations money for the following
academic year.
Prior to presenting the bills. Sen. Ron Rose,
Finance Committee co-chair, said most budget
cuts were made because the organizations did
not use the money budgeted in previous years.
Also, funding for conventions and conferences
was frequently cut in an attempt to encourage
ore organizations to bring events to JMU.
Rose presented the budget for Bluestone,
which had originally asked for $103,239 from
the SGA. The Finance Committee cut its budget
to $101,548.
The convention expenses were cut by $118
and $150 was added to equipment rentals
Bluestone had not initially foreseen. Also, the
profit Bluestone had predicted was lower than
last year's, so the Finance Committee raised the
funding so it was compatible. This added
revenue was subtracted from Bluestone's
proposal. The budget for Bluestone passed as it
stood, for $101,548.
The budget for Black Student Alliance was
presented by Rose. BSA had requested $21,975
from SGA for the 1995-'96 academic year.
This total was cut by the Finance Committee
to $19,925 through the reduction of convention
and subsequent travel costs. BSA's projected
revenue was ALSO less than last year's, so that
amount was raised by SGA.
SGA passed BSA's budget for $19,925.
SGA also voted on the budget for
Commuter Student Council. It requested $9,104
from the SGA, a decrease of $274 from last
year's budget.

The Finance Committee saw no need to
further reduce the budget, according to Rose,
and he presented it to SGA as it stood.
SGA approved the budget of $9,104 to the
Commuter Student Council.
•
WXJM requested $27,856 from SGA for
next year's budget. The Finance Committee cut
it to $23,148.
Cuts were made in the media services,
printing services, postal services, office
supplies and stationery, and forms categories
because the amounts allocated in last year's
budget had not been spent.
A convention was cut from WXJM's
proposed budget as well as the travel
expenses for that conference.
The Finance Committee
budgeted $5,091 for new
equipment for WXJM with
the stipulation that upgrades
would only be budgeted for
every three to five years.
Also cut were reference
materials, which include
compact discs, because so
much money had been
budgeted for the new
equipment, according to Rose.
No amendments were made, and
the budget passed.
The Finance Committee made no changes to
the Honor Council's proposed budget of
$9,991. Rose presented this budget to the SGA,
and it was passed with no changes.
The University Program Board requested
$164,211 from SGA. This was changed to
$156,428 by the Finance Committee.
Rose presented this to SGA and explained
that a $66 cut in postal service funds was made
because UPB did not use all of the money
budgeted for postal services last year. The SGA
voted on the amendment and it failed. In the
past, SGA has budgeted for three major UPB-

sponsored concerts and four minor ones. The
Finance Committee decided since UPB had not
delivered three major concerts during any of the
last three years. SGA would only budget for
two major events and five minor ones.
Major concerts are funded $30,000 each,
while minor ones only have a budget of
$12,500 each. Rose said other areas cut to
reflect the change in the number of major
concerts included public relations, catering and
skilled services.
At-large Sen. Cathy Manderfield spoke
against the Finance Committee's decision to
take away a major concert from UPB's
funding.
According to Manderfield,
it is not the fault of UPB that
no big bands will come to
JMU. Circumstances beyond
the UPB's control often
prevent it so the money
should not be taken away.
Tracy McEvilly, Executive
■ Chairwoman of UPB,
■■addressed
these
circumstances. UPB only gets
to pick four days a semester for
use of the Convocation Center,
and they often do not coincide with
the availability of big bands on tour.
According to McEvilly, UPB used the extra
money from a third major concert this year to
co-sponsor events with other organizations, so
the money does not go unused.
Commuter Sen. Greg Satz proposed to
amend all aspects of the budget to include three
major concerts as outlined in the original UPB
proposal.
Rose said he opposed the amendment
because, "It leads us to assume UPB will get
the concerts people want."
Rose proposed UPB raise ticket prices 50
cents to raise the money if they get a third

major talent.
Sen. Kyle Krisko, Ikenberry Hall, felt it was
important SGA pass the amendment because
UPB is an organization that really benefits the
entire student body.
The amount needed to reinstate the third
concert the Finance Committee cut totaled
$3,720, and the amendment was approved by
the senate.
The new UPB budget for $160,148 was
approved by the senate.
The budget for SGA was presented by Rose.
SGA's proposed budget increased from
$35,947 in 1994 to $49,893 this year because of
the merging of University Class Organization
with SGA.
The budget Rose proposed as determined by
the finance committee was for $42,491 with
cuts in printing services, conventions and
travel, and office and stationery supplies.
Sen. Dori Howard, Dingledine Hall,
proposed an amendment to increase the printing
services allocation back to the original request.
According to Rep. David Baker, class
governments will need to make 12,000 copies a
semester, and the SGA copy machine would not
be capable of handling the load. Baker felt the
money should be restored to the budget so the
copies could be made at a JMU printing
service.
The amendment to add $1,046 to SGA's
budget was passed.
Commuter Sen. Matt Kensky motioned to
cut $200 from SGA's office supplies budget
used for the executive officers' name plates.
The amendment was not debated and failed.
After Howard questioned why the budget for
stationery was cut from $465 to $313 since
class governments will need access to
stationery. Sen. Max Finazzo proposed to
amend the amount allocated to stationery to the
see SGA page 11

Shirts hang in recognition NOW vice president
of violence against women discusses violence

by Mitzi O'Rear
staff writer
Hanging T-shirts on a clothesline
does not have to be a chore — it can
be a way to show support for fighting
violence against women.
The Clothesline Project, which
will be on display Thursday by the
post office in Warren Hall from 10
a.m. 4 p.m., is being sponsored by
the Office of Residence Life, JMU
EQUAL and the Women's Resource
Center, is a nationwide project to
create a visual display bearing
witness to violence against women,
according to Paula Polglase. graduate
assistant in the First Year
Investigation Center.
The project's purpose resembles
the NAMES Project AIDS Quilt, on
which an individual's experience is
represented and displayed among
many others to create an awareness
of the issue, Polglase said. It was a
national effort that began with 31
shirts hung in Hyannis, Mass. in
1990.
"It's nice because it's a visual
display ... it has a tangible quality,"
Polglase said.
T-shirts can be decorated by
victims themselves, friends or
supporters of the fight against
violence toward women, according to
Polglase.
ORL is especially encouraging
residents to get involved and make Tshirts, she said.
T-shirts are available at the FYI
.Center in Huffman Hall, rm. B100.
'as well as in the Logan Hall I

i

by Fawn Daniel
•ibutine writer

ROGER WOLLENBKRG/p/mro editor
Junior Ellie Pattee the co-coordinator of EQUAL hangs shirts
on the commons as part of the Clothesline Project.
Women's Resource Center basement
Ballroom. This is also the last
and at the displays.
opportunity for those who want to
The campus project began with a
make a T-shirt.
mini-display on the commons
The first national display of the
Monday and a display at the post
project will be on the Mall in
office Tuesday in Taylor Hall from
Washington. D.C. April 8-9. While
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
JMU is part of the national effort,
The last time the project will be this year JMU is not going to
displayed at JMU is April 10 from 10 I iv . ( i u i i , / 4
a.m. to midnight in the Phillips Hall
see SHIRTS page 11-

Women in this America need
to demand equal treatment instead
of being patronized, according to
the executive vice president of the
National Organization for Women
in a lecture Tuesday in Taylor
Hall.
Kim Gaudy's lecture, titled
"Changing the Culture of
Violence Against Women," was
sponsored by the Women's
Resource Center, the Office of
Residence Life, JMU EQUAL,
and Laughing Dog Productions in
downtown Harrisonburg.
Gandy spoke about the
importance of taking action to
eliminate racism and sexism in
the United States and in other
cultures around the world.
"Basically, our [NOW's]
statement of purpose is to take
action," Gandy said. Action is
lefined as applying the most
:ffeciive pressure to the right
at the right time, she said to
about 20 audience members.
Gandy talked about some of
the ways JMU students can i
action to fight and stop violence
against women.
In order to take action and
empower women against
violence, members of society
st end the cycle of
among children,
according to Gandy.
We must Stop'teaching boys'

lence to defend
themselv
ontrol others,"
she said. Society must also stop
scapegoating women for the its
ills, particularly problems with
ihe welfare system.
JMU students can also get
■ olved with women's Tights
issues by participating in the
Clolhesline Project being held this
week here on campus (see story
on this page). A mass rally will
also take place on the Mall in
Washington. D.C. on April 9,
olving NOW and 700 other
organizations. This will be the
first rally in America's history to
address violence against women.
*"Our country is changing
politically and socially," said
Laurie Frankel. an employee at
the Women's Resource Center.
We are in a position to make a
difference by attending this rally."
Kimberlee Ward; Lesbian
Rights Program Director for
NOW said, "I hope that students
ti rn out to make their voices
heard."
Members of NOW make their
heard by directly
challenging violence and unequal
treatment of women.
According to a brochure
distributed by NOW titled
"Valuing Diversity." NOW works
to challenge violence by
providing equality in employment
and education.
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NEED TO GET HOME ONCE
BEFORE FINALS ???
RIDE HOME WITH
HOME RIDE !!!

Weekend trips to Northern Virginia:
Departuresf rom JMU
5e!uInJ°_J.^ ^from Viennajtetro)
April 7 -l
April 9 -i
April 14
3 p.m., 5 p.m.
April 16
5:30 p.m.
April 21 -1
April 23
April 28-5 p.m.
April 30-J
* $21 One-way and $36 Round Trip!
* Stop by the JMU Bookstore or call x6877 or (800) 553-6644

MADISON

UNIVII1ITT

Call 568-6127
for information

JIHU
Caps, Gowns, and
Announcements still on
sale everyday in the JMU
BOOKSTORE
(and will be until
Graduation!)
Store Hours:
MON. & WED. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
TUES., THRUS. & FRI. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
SAT. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

Bachelor's apparel $28.95
Master's apparel $34.95
Announcements 60€ each
Name cards and thank
you cards can also be
ordered up to 2 weeks
prior to graduation.

All

Diploma frames $69-$ 125
%

campus presentation
speakers from London

Friday, April 7,1995
3:00 pm
Piedmont Room
Warren Campus Center
& display/info table 10:00am - 3:00pm
Warren Campus Center
visit sponsored by the
Office of International Education
Paul Street House
(703)568-6419

HEY! LET'S STOP
FIGHTING & GO TO

the gift
that keeps
on giving —
a subscription

JAMIS

work©
BRITAIN
student exchange employment program

VI^'MaSftlrcard.'OMAWBY TO*'' • • TOR INFO CALL 568-6878
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Arts class will be offered in the fall
and counts as liberal studies credit
Introduction to Fine Arts will be offered this fall as a pilot
class focusing on basic concepts in music, theater, visual arts,
dance and film. This class is listed in the catalog as Arts 101 and
meets the liberal studies requirement for fine arts. Three sections
of the class will be offered.
Emphasis will also be placed on out-of-class performances
and events. For more information call x3861.

ABOUT
...<
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POLICE
by David Hurt
police reporter
Campus police report the following:

Drug-Related Hospitalization
• A student reportedly was hospitalized due to a bad LSD trip at
White Hall 11:27 p.m. Apr. 1. The student reportedly was transported
to Rockingham Memorial Hospital emergency room after the incident
was reported to the campus police by the rescue squad.

Concert Related Injury
• A student reportedly was injured at the Convocation Center
during the Live concert at 10:45 p.m. Apr.2. Emergency medical
personnel attended to the student after the student reportedly was hit
in the face in the mosh pit at the concert.

Arson

NEWSFILE
Candlelight vigil to be held for
Child Abuse Prevention month
The Human Development Center, Citizens Against Sexual
Assualt and Alpha Chi Rho will be sponsoring a candlelight
vigil for Child Abuse Prevention month, April 9, 7 p.m. on the
commons and then proceed to the Quad. The band Seventh
Heaven and singer Mark Taylor will perform.
Dr. Mario Dennis will also discuss his work with child sex
offenders as part of Child Abuse Prevention month. Dennis will
speak April 11, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 7 p.m.

Fraternity holds raffle; chance to
eat lunch with JMU personalities
The service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega will be sponsoring a
raffle to raise money for the Make a Wish Foundation and the
Salvation Army. Students have a chance to win an all-expense
paid lunch with their favorite JMU personality. Students will be
able to buy a 50 cent raffle ticket and place the ticket in the
bucket of their favorite JMU personality.
The raffle will be held on the commons today and Friday
from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Students will have a chance to eat lunch with
Lefty Driesell, men's basketball coach; Shelia Moorman,
women's basketball coach; Dr. Holmes, dean of College of
Business; Dr. Benson, dean of College of Education and
Psychology; Dr. Ramsey, provost of CISAT; Father John Grace.
Catholic campus minister; Jen Mabe, Student Government
Association president; J.J. Davis, sportscaster for Channel 3;
Libby Gardner newscaster for Channel 3; and Kathy, waitress at
the Waffle House.
The drawing will be held April 7 at 4 p.m. on the commons.
Students do not have to be present to win.

Spring festival Madison Mayhem;
games, vendors, music and food
Madison Mayhem will be held April 8 from noon-6 p.m. on
Hillside field. The festival will include food, bands, games and
vendors. All students, faculty, staff and their families are invited.
The spring festival is sponsored by the University Program
Board, Office of Student Activities and MBNA America, a
corporate sponsor.
Admission to the festival is free.

• Unidentified individuals allegedly set fire to posters taped to doors
in Wine-Price Hall at 12:38 a.m. Apr. 2.

Unauthorized Camping
• A student was judicially charged with unauthorized camping on
the new building site on the College of Integrated Science and
Technology campus at 3:38 p.m. Apr. 1.

Theatre II to perform 'Godspeir
"Godspell" will be performed in Theater II April 11-15. All
performances will be at 8 p.m. except April 15 performances,
wr)ich will be at 2 and S p.m. Admission is $4.

LOG

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a mouse from an Apple
computer in Roop Hall between 7 a.m. Mar. 28 and 9 p.m. Mar. 30.
The mouse is valued at $100.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a key chain and
identification holder from D- hall at 10 a.m. Apr. 3.
The I.D. holder reportedly contained $2 in change, a Virginia
driver's license and a JMU access card.

Attempted Larceny
• A University of Virginia student reportedly was observed stealing
a stop sign on Bluestone Drive by Logan Hall at 2:36 a.m. Apr. 1.
The student reportedly was issued a trespass notice.
DUI
• Student Paul W. Cooper III, 25, of Harrisonburg, was arrested
and charged with driving under the influence and refusal to take a
blood alcohol test or breathalizer test at the intersection of Newman
and Bluestone Drives at 1:46 a.m. Apr. 2.

Possession of Fake Operator's License
• Student Kristian P. Wilson, 19, of Norfolk was arrested and
charged with possession of a fake operator's license and being
drunk in public during the Live concert at the Convocation Center at
9:35 p.m. Apr. 2.

Destruction of Public Property

Underaged Consumption

• Unidentified individuals allegedly broke a window in Wine-Price
Hall at 10:06 a.m. Apr. 1. The broken window was discovered by
grounds personnel.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly knocked down a light pole on
the Bell Hall service drive at 8:09 a.m. Apr. 2.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly destroyed a thermopane
window panel at the Chi Phi fraternity house between 5:30 a.m. and
1:59 p.m. Apr. 2.

• A student was charged judicially with underage consumption of
alcohol and charged criminally with drunk in public at the Greek Gate
at 12:13 a.m. Apr. 2.

Mulch Fire
• The Harrisonburg Fire Department responded to a mulch fire on
the northeast end of the Quad in front of Keezell Hall at 2:12 p.m.
Apr. 3.

Grand Larceny

False Fire Alarm

• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a purple Trek 950 bicycle
from Hillside Hall between 5 p.m. March 30 and 5:05 p.m. March 31.
The bicycle reportedly was locked to the railing on the stairwell.
The serial number of the bicycle is 950-13/762420 and the JMU
decal number is 284. The bicycle is valued at $350.

• Unidentified individuals allegedly set off fireworks causing a
smoke alarm to go off in Shorts Hall at 3:56 a.m. Apr. 1.
Number of drunk in public charges since Jan. 10:25
Number of parking tickets issued between Mar. 28 and Apr, 2: 611

WEEKLY EVENTS
Thursday
• Alpha Phi Omega will hold a raffle on the commons, 9 a.m.4 p.m.
• Clothesline Display, Warren Hall Post Office area, 10 a.m.4 p.m.
• Phi Mu Alpha Lunchtime Recital Series, Taylor Hall. rm.
405, noon.
• Catholic Mass, Taylor Hall, rm. 311. 12:10 p.m.
• JMU Earth meeting. Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 5 p.m.
• Yoga class, Godwin Hall, rm. 205, 5:15 p.m.
• Order of Omega sponsors Greek Sing, Godwin Hall
Gymnasium, 7 p.m. Admission $3. Doors open at 6 p.m.
• Hunger Banquet, Warren Hall Highlands Room, 7 p.m.
• University Program Board sponsors "Cronos," Grafton
Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
• Campus Crusade for Christ meeting, "Prime Time," Miller
Hall.rm. 101,8 p.m.
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 8 p.m.

SGA is accepting applications for
student judicial coordinator
The Student Government Association is accepting
applications for the position of Student Judicial Coordinator.
The position's duties include conducting hearings on minor
judicial offenses, setting up the judicial control board, and acting
as a liaison between students and administrative judicial
councils.
Applications will be available in Taylor Hall, rm. 234, from
April 6-13. Deadline for applications is noon on April 14. For
more information call x6376.
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Saturday
• Catholic Mass. Catholic Campus Ministry House, 6 p.m.
• University Program Board sponsors "Interview With A
Vampire," Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Friday
• Rosary Prayer, Catholic Campus Ministry House. 7 a.m.
• Alpha Phi Omega will hold a raffle on the commons. 9
a.m.-4 p.m. Winners will be announced at 4 p.m.
• Political Science Career Fair, Warren Hall Highlands
Room, noon-5 p.m.
• Biology Student Research Symposium. Burruss Hall. rm.
238. noon.
• Biology Student Research Symposium, Burruss Hall, rm.
33, 1 p.m.
• History Student Research Symposium, Jackson Hall, rm.
107,3 p.m.
• Physics Student Resarch Symposium, Miller Hall, rm. 109,
3 p.m.
• JMU Office of International Education is sponsoring
"Presentation on Work in Britain," Warren Hall Piedmont
Room, 3 p.m. There will also be an informational table in
Warren Hall Post Office area, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
• Stations of the Cross. Catholic Campus Ministry House, 3
p.m.
• Happy Hour Fitness class. Hillside Fitness Center, 5:15
p.m.
• InterVarsity Large Group meeting, Phil Smuland speaking,
Miller Hall. rm. 101. 7 p.m.
• University Program Board sponsors "Interview With A
Vampire." Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m. UPB will
also sponsor "Tron," Grafton Stovall Theatre, midnight.

Sunday
• Palm Sunday Mass, Grafton Stovall Theatre,
11 a.m. and 5 p.m.
• Sunday Supper, Catholic Campus Ministry
House, 6:30 p.m. Admission is $2.
• University Program Board sponsors "Elmer
Gantry," Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m. only.
i
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everything

1HE

in concert

MADISONIANS
from James Madison University
directed by
SANDRA CRYDER

Thursday, April 13
Wilson Hall 8 p.m.

FEATURING POPULAR MUSIC
from
COUNTRY TO BROADWAY

TICKETS ON

Friday and Saturday

• April 7 and 8
8:00 p.m.

SALE
$5 with I.D. (limit of 2)
$8 without I.D. and at door
Maximum of 10 UPB points redeemable

wcc

Wilson Hall - JMU
Tickets: $6, $8, $10
Call: 703-568-7000

OFFICE

GROUP RATES AVAILABLE FOR 15 OR MORE

DINING DIGEST
SUNDAY, APR. 9 - SATURDAY, APR. 15

Sunday 4/9

Monday 4/10

Tuesday 4/11

Wednesday 4/12

Thursday 4/13

Friday 4/14

Saturday 4/15

Oatmeal, Scrambled Eggs
Sausage Patty
French Toast
Minestone Soup
Roast Beef
Oven Browned Potatoes
Broccoli, Scalloped Apples
Danish, Bagels

Vegetarian Chili
Beef & Bean Burrilo
Chicken Biscuit Casserole
Italian Green Beans
California Medley

Garden Vegetable Soup
French Dip Sandwich
Turkey Vegetable Pasta
Seasoned Potato Wedges
Peas
Cauliflower

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Soft Shell Beef Taco
Garden Quiche
Cora
Green Beans
Mixed Vegetables

Chicken Noodle Soup
Sloppy Joe Sandwich
Wing Dings
Macaroni & Cheese
Broccoli
Stewed Tomatoes

New England Clam
Chowder
Fish Sandwich
Nacho Bar
Spanish Rice
Scandinavian Mixed
Vegetables
Italian Green Beans

Cream of Potato Soup
Baked Ziti with Italian
Sausage
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Mashed Potatoes
Peas
Carroll

Red Beans A Rice

Vegetarian Burrito

Pinto Enchiladas

Vegan Macaroni Dinner

Vegetarian Sloppy Joe

Nacho Bar Vegetarian Chili

Lentil Stew with
Mushrooms

Swiss Steak
Vegetarian Lasagna
Mashed Potatoes
Cauliflower
Peas A Mushrooms

Spanish Chicken and Rice
Popcorn Shrimp
Rice
Broccoli
Scalloped Cora

Turkey Cutlet
Beef Sirloin Tips
Egg Noodles
Carrots
Lima Beans

Pizza
Spicy Chicken A Vegetables
Rice Pilaf
Sugar Snap Peas
Orange Glazed Beets

Chicken Parmesan
Beef Stew / Biscuit
Rotini
Peas A Carrots
Italian Mixed Vegetables
Sauce Italienne

Roast Sirloin
Scampi with Pasta
Baked Potatoes
Broccoli
Glazed Carrots

Wonton Soup
Sweet ft Sour Chicken
Hot Super Subs
Rice
Green Beans
Japanese Mixed Vegetables

Chickettes

Savory Rice A Spinach Bake

Vegetarian Bean Casserole

Squash Casserole

Baked Rice with Beans A
Vegetables

Vegetarian Stuffed Peppers

Vegetarian Egg Roll

HOT BAR
LUNCH
SPECIAL

jC&A+y

Potato Bar

Vegetable Pizza

$1.75

$ 1.25 per slice

PIZZA SLICE

OF THE WEEK
HAM-$1.45

Homemade Men Leaf
Mashed Potatoes. Green Beam
S3.75

MuchoNachos
S2.25

Salmon Steak (1 per person)
Rice, Applesauce
S4.95

HOLIDAY WEEKEND CLOSINGS
PC DUKES - CLOSES: 3 RM. ON 3/14, REOPENS: 4 RM. ON 3/16
DOOR 4 SUBS - CLOSES: 8 RM. ON 3/14, REOPENS: 4 RM. ON 3/16
THE STEAKHOUSE-CLOSED ON 3/1* V > jj

CALL TNI
DINING
HOTLINE
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Carrier proclaims this week
in honor of student employees
by Kristin Butke
staff writer
The 3,000 student employees who
contribute extensive time and effort
to university operations at JMU are
being formally recognized for their
hard work during National Student
Employment Appreciation Week.
At the request of the Student
Employment Office, April 2-8 was
proclaimed by JMU President Ronald
Carrier as National Student
Employment Appreciation Week at
the university, according to a press
release
from
the Student
Employment Office.
"This week is held in recognition
and acknowledgement of our student
employees," said Eleanor Martin,
director of the Student Employment
Office. "It is a tribute to them."
The Student Employment Office
sponsored the Student Employee of
the Year Award, student employee
appreciation workshops and daily
drawings for prizes held this week,
she said.
Drawings for prizes were held
twice a day throughout the week and
prizes included gift certificates, Tshirts and tickets to the theatre.
The workshops, co-sponsored by
the Office of Employee Training and
Development, were available to all
student employees and were held on
Tuesday and Wednesday in Taylor
and Warren halls, Martin said.
Workshop topics included office
protocol, an overview of how
members of "Generation X" are
perceived by employers and tips for
improving communication and

customer service.
The program also offered
employer workshops open to all
supervisors of student employees.
The workshops included training on
motivation and communication with
student employees and were held
April 4-6 in Warren Hall.
As part of the week's activities.
Carrier presented junior Barbod
Nassirian with the Student Employee
of the Year Award, along with a
$500 scholarship donated by the

"This week is held
in recognition and
acknowledgement
of our student
employees. . .. »
Eleanor Martin
Director, Student Employment Office
Office of Financial Aid on
Wednesday.
Nassirian received the certificate
and scholarship in recognition of his
work in the psychology department.
According to Martin, this is the
first occasion the Student Employee
of the Year Award has been
presented and the first official
celebration National Student
Employee Appreciation Week at
JMU.
see HONOR page 9

Common's mulch catches on fire
by Warren Rojas
staff writer
The saga of the mulch at the
Commons apartment complex
continued Monday afternoon. At
about 4:30 p.m., the mulch, which
was spilled March 30 during an
accident in the Commons parking lot,
caught on fire.
Harrisonburg Fire Department
company No. 1 responded to the fire
within minutes and attempted to
bring the blaze under control.
Three fire trucks and two rescue
vehicles arrived about 10 minutes
after the fire began. After stopping
the initial blaze from spreading to the
rest of the pile, the fire department
extinguished the fire in about five
IAN GRAHAMJstaff photographer
minutes. The fire departments then
spent another 20 minutes dousing the Harrisonburg firefighters spray water on the burning mulch left
pile of mulch with water to ensure from the truck that crushed students' cars at the Commons.
that no embers would remain and
Oram has experience working
asked him if he thought it could be
reignite the mulch.
with mulch. He said, "I've seen this
put out with a fire extinguisher, but
Firefighters sprayed water from
stuff go up from just being too dry
when I looked out the window, all I
two hoses, keeping a steady stream
could see was smoke coming up over and sitting in the heat of the sun."
on the smoldering mass, while eight
Remarkably, this was not the first
[Building] 889."
other firefighters raked the pile over,
mulch fire of the day, as the fire
Several Commons employees
spreading the mulch around so the
rushed down to try to contain the fire, department had a similar call about
water would better penetrate it.
commandeering several fire another mulch fire earlier on Monday
Officer David A. Gonzalez of the
There was a smaller audience
Harrisonburg Police Department, extinguishers from the apartments in
Monday than there was March 30
Building 889. This did not work.
reached the scene at 4:45 p.m. and
"I was hitting it with an when the mulch truck fell on three
Officer W.E. Westfall Jr., appeared
extinguisher and it didn't even put a students' cars.
shortly thereafter. Gonzalez said
The fire spread smoke throughout
dent in it. The wind was just feeding
when he heard the call come in about
it, so even when I put it out, it would the apartment complex, as well as
a mulch fire, he knew exactly where
filling many apartments with the
light back up again," Oram said.
to go — the Commons.
The cause of the fire is still under scent of burnt mulch.
Ron Cram, a Commons employee,
Oram said. "We were just talking
investigation, but some spectators
was notified of the fire right after it
with the insurance people today
thought the cause may have been
started.
spontaneous combustion. Sometimes [about Thursday's accident]. We
"This guy came up [to the office]
when methane gas is exposed to heat were planning on getting the stuff up
and asked me if 1 knew that the
first thing in the morning."
from the sun, it ignites.
mulch was on fire," Oram said. "1
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Best Restaurant in Town
$8.95 Prime Rib
$12.95 Alaskan Crab Legs
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VOLLEYBALL
HACKEYSACK
BASKETBALL THROW
DUNKING BOOTH
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
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Salute the best and brightest of its students
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For ALL Your S
Greek and
Party Supplies

LUXEMBOURG
FRANKFURT
PARIS
COPENHAGEN
NICE
MILAN
MOSCOW
PRAGUE

e
•Special Orders
c

g •Party SuppHes
g
a
e •Formals, Parties &
M Greek Functions
R
*
w
15 % OFF ALL GREEKS
<
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Merchandise
with this coupon

$219
$239
$239
$279
$299
$325
$339
$349

JENNIFER A. ANTHONY
Co-Valedictorian
Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key

TIMOTHY J. CLEMENT
Shelly Wheeler Financial Engineering
Scholarship

JENNIFER S. TDNSLEY
Samuel Page Duke Award
Alexander B. Berry/Linwood G. Parrish
Beta Gamma Sigma Scholarship

AILEENJ.LAURENCIO
Joseph T. Kosnik Scholarship

SHAWN M. WILLIAMSON
Philip Wade Hall Scholarship

V1V dXV V^V ox ^s nvl

FAX: (202) 337-9068

SQUIRE HILL
1, 2, And 3 Bedroom Apartments |
and Townhomes - Furnished or
Unfurnished
A Comfortable Home Off-Campus
with Washer, Dryer, Dishwasher, Wall
to Wall Carpet, Miniblinds and a
Ceiling Fan

IIHIMHMHII

MICHAEL J. ROBINSON
ADIA C.THOMPSON
Coors Minority Scholarship

HOWARD JAY COLAVITA
Outstanding Graduation Operations
Management

RICHARD L. COBB
Outstanding Graduate Student in MBA
Program
s

HEATHER W. GLAUNER
Data Processing Management Association
Award

t»

| SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTING

ELIZABETH A. WHERLEY
Andersen Consulting Award for
Outstanding CIS Junior

*»....»»..« —. ».«■».».».».».».». ».™».«.M,M. ».....«;

ROBERT F.SARTELLE
Outstanding Graduate Student in MSA
Program

I INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
PROGRAM

L. ALLEN DICKENSON
JESSICA L.ROBESON
GREGORY A. SMITH
Outstanding Achievement in Accounting

JENNIFER A. ANTHONY
Temct, USA International Business Award
for Academic Excellence

MICHAEL A. HEISER
Virginia Society of Certified Public
Accountants Award

JILLA.MASSEY
Sullivan and Associates Award

MELISSA A. MANNINO
Carman G. Blough Accounting Award

CAREY N. NICODEMUS
Degesch America International Business
Award

KIMBERLEY A. SHAUGHNESSY
Morris & Sprinkcl Award

I DEPARTMENT OF
MANAGEMENT

JIIHINMHNNMWHIIIIIMMIINIHIUIIHIIMU

[DEPARTMENT OF j
ECONOMICS

^HHIIMIHIMMtMIHIIMIHMMMIMHIIMIMHIIH

CHRISTIE M. FARIS
Management Faculty Award for Excellence

nMH4IMINIHHIHimMIMHIIHIHI«mHllll4

An Option for Those Choosing to
Enjoy the Privacy of Living Alone or
with Only One or Two Roommates

AMENITIES

Swimming Pool, Tennis Courts,
Basketball, Volleyball, and Exercise
Equipment

SERVICE
A Management and Maintenance

Team that Truly Cares

IIIH Ml H t Ml HIHIH111«III (M HI Ml IH

MICHELE L. PARKS
Andersen Consulting Award
For Outstanding CIS Graduate

NHAN NGUYEN
Zane D. Showker Award

fcj
pi

(202) 337-6464

DEPARTMENT OF
INFORMATION AND DECISION
SCIENCES

SANDRA L. MOOMAW
Michael M. Brown Scholarship

FREE "Student Travels" magazine!

990ARESERVOIRST. g
703-433-0900
H

VALERIE A. MURRAY
Philip H. Maxwell Scholarship

DEANNAM.OLECH
Wall Street Journal Award

Fares arc each way based on a round trip
purchase from Washington DC/BWI. Student or Faculty ID may be required. Taxes &
surcharges not included. Fares subject to
change.

3300 M STREET, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20007

JULIE E. MALANOSKI
C. G. Price, Sr. Finance Award

LAURA F. MEADOWS
LISA MAYER PARRETT
Outstanding Senior in Economics

KELLIE R. SCHROEDER
Outstanding Student in Management

SHERRIN. LAWRENCE
CHRISTOPHER D. WEAVER
Outstanding Junior in Economics

SEANC.McCRAE
Institute of Certified Professional •
Managers Scholarship

KELLY P. BALDWIN
Howard M. Wilhelm Scholarship

MEREDITH D. STORCK
Orinda and Richard Christoph Scholarship

CHRISTOPHER D. WEAVER
J. Barkley Rosscr, Sr. Memorial
Scholarship

DEPARTMENT OF
MARKETING AND
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

It! IM H* Ml III M* 111MI *M IM HI MIM* Ml )H IMIIIIII HI IH ■ 111M M« I

- ...»..«, »..Jt L's At: The Clubiiuu;
434-2220
Slop By Ami See Whal We Have to Offer You!!!
M-I |(» (,
Sat
I or,
Sun I 5

| DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
AND BUSINESS LAW
JENNIFER A. ANTHONY
Finance Faculty Award for Excellence
" KEVIN R. BUCHER

Outstanding-Student in'Fih'ahce'
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LESLIE M. SADOFF
Outstanding Student in Hospitality and
Tourism Management

n
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JOSEPH J. RUSSO
Outstanding Student in Marketing
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Honor

Program reviews world statistics

continued from page 7

Individual departments submitted
nominations for students working in their
departments who they felt to be outstanding
student employees, Martin said.
A six-member selection committee,
consisting of individuals from various
departments and offices, .reviewed the
nominations and job descriptions of the 39
nominees and placed them on a scale ranking
from one to 10, she said.
The criteria considered by the committee
included the student employee's reliability,
quality of work, initiative, professionalism and
uniqueness of contribution, Martin said.
Thomas Nardi, assistant vice president for
student affairs, said serving on the selection
committee exposed him to the variety and
amount of work students do on campus.
"Serving on the committee gave me an
opportunity to see the broad range of things that
the student employees do and the contributions
they make," Nardi said.
"Student employees are a valuable asset to
JMU, and we are very lucky and fortunate to
have such outstanding student employees," he
said.
Martin said all nominees will receive a
certificate of appreciation recognizing their
excellent service to the university as an
outstanding employee.
According to Jenni Robertson, assistant
director of classification and recruitment and a
member of the selection committee, all the
students nominatedfor the award had strong
credentials.
"The people who nominated students gave a
lot of thought to the individuals they
nominated, and in some cases the departments
went to a lot of work to validate the candidates
they nominated," Robertson said.
"It's interesting to see the number of
students nominated for this honor, and it's
rewarding that people see so many exceptional
student employees on campus," Robertson
said.

service to answer general population questions.
Everyone from college students to "Jeopardy!"
writers have taken advantage of the service, she
said.The group maintains a non-profit, nonadvocacy status in an effort to present unbiased
information. Crews said.
She added not all population organizations
maintain such an impartial stance. "You can
make numbers say what you want them to say."
Groups interested in support for China,
could say China has the greatest number of
children in its population, she said. The number
of children in a society is pertinent information
because it is an indicator of the nation's future
population."Most of the time when you read a
number it's because somebody wants you to do
something, somebody wants you to think
something," she said.
The influence of population statistics plays a
large role in current politics divisions which are
developing between developed and developing
nations, Crews said.
According to statistics presented by Crews,
North America holds about 5 percent of the
world's population. However, the United States
emits 72 percent of the world's hazardous
waste and consumes 25 percent of its fossil
fuel.
These percentages create problems when the
United States tries to tell developing countries
to limit their rates of contamination and
deforestation, she said.
Gentile said interpreting and using statistics
is important in the study of world population.
Gentile said he felt Crews did a good job
covering the basics of the population problem.
"It's important to understand how data is
derived and how it can be used," he said.
The students in his class chose to organize
Population Awareness Week as a project to
"take the things they were learning to the rest of
the student body," Gentile said.
Junior Jennifer Myers, a member of

by Ben Dalby
staff writer
The world population explosion of the past
100 years and its implications for the next
century were the topics of discussion Tuesday.
Kimberly Crews, director of education for
the Population Reference Bureau in
Washington, D.C., talked about the gathering of
population statistics and how they are used by
different groups to about 40 students and
faculty members in Taylor Hall.
The event was part of this week's Population
Awareness Week activities sponsored by
members of Associate Professor of geology
John Gentile's population geography class.
Geography 295.
Crews began her presentation by passing out
a world population quiz that revealed some
startling statistics.
According to information from the quiz,
"more people have been added to the world's
population in the past SO years than were added
during the rest of human history."
In the last 50 years, the world population has
more than doubled to reach its current level of
about 5.7 billion people. Crews said.
Crews warned, however, that population
statistics should be viewed with a critical eye.
"Just remember that it's an estimate ... We
don't go out and count all the people in the
world," she said. World population statistics are
derived from birth rate, death rate and
immigration records provided by national
governments. The Population Reference Bureau
collects, checks and combines these numbers to
create a wealth of information available to the
general public.
Crews said the bureau prints many
publications, including a world population data
sheet translated from English into French,
Spanish, Arabic and Chinese.
The bureau also maintains a telephone

Have Your
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Gentile's class, said she was pleased with the
outside interest in the event, despite the lack of
publicity. She thought Crews' presentation was
"a good introduction into the population
problem."
Senior Brian Fox, a member of the
geography class said the group sponsored a
Population and World Simulation on Monday
in which participants representing different
countries had to trade energy for resources on a
global market.
Tonight the group will be holding a "Hunger
Banquet" in the Highlands Room at 7 p.m.. For
50 cents students can randomly select a meal
ticket for anything from a full-fledged dinner to
a bowl of rice, he said.

Attention
Student Organizations
The time to schedule meeting rooms,
vans, buses, sales space, classrooms,
and much more for

i
•

AMY SANDLlN/stiiff photographer

Kimberly Crews speaks during the
Population Awareness Week.
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FALL SEMESTER 1995
is almost here!
Wed., April 5
Fri.,April7
Mon., April 10

1

Call x3343 at 8:30 a.m. to sign
up for a time to schedule,
beginning April 10.
Appointment times will be posted
outside the Event Planning
Office (Warren Hall 303).
SCHEDULING BEGINS!
(Come by the Event Planning
Office at appointment time to
make reservations).

• Please make sure the two designated members that
will be making all club reservations have attended a
Nuts and Bolts Workshop prior to April 10.
• Look for more info and details in your club boxes. Questions???
Call Event Planning Office at x6330, Warren Hall 303.

m////////M//M/////^^^^
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SPECIAL SALUTE TO JMU STUDENT EMPLOYEES
The Student Employment Office would like to congratulate those student employees who
were nominated for the James Madison University Student Employee of the Year Award.
This is indeed an honor and distinction. These students deserve our praise. A special salute
goes to Barbod Nassirian, our 1994-1995 JMU Student of the Year.
List of Nominees and Nominating Departments

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Simone H. Alpen
Keesha Barrows
Casey Blankenship
Leigh Anne Bouknight
Rob Bullington
Michelle Bystrom
Cassandra Carroll
Mia Cheong
Maggy Cronin
Carol Davis
Jessica Davis
Jamie Devlin
Sharon Dillon
Alyssa DuVall
Shelly M. Edmonds
Joseph Elliott
Jennifer L. Homer
Cafrray Keller
Kristen Kepple
Naa-Adaawa Bruce-Konuah
Erica Lewis
Sharone Mudafort
Denise Mullin
Colleen Murphy
Barbod Nassirian
Margaret Osgood
Kristen O'Sullivan
Julie Owen
Sarah Raikes
Hortense Rascoe
Kritsti Rorrer
Tiffanie Rosier
Melissa Smith
Lesley Stone
Jennifer Townsend
Misty Watrous
Christopher Wells
Renee Wheelbarger
Celeste Young

Library-Reference Department
Residence Life
Residence Life
Registration & Records
Special Events
Librarty-Acquisitions
Health Sciences
ILR - Center for Multimedia
Student Accounting
Early & Middle Education
PC Dukes
Residence Life
Residence Life
Integrated Learning Resources
Graduate School
Nursing
Library-Office of Director
Sociology/Anthropology
Annual Giving
Counseling/Student Developement
Library-Government Documents
Library-Interlibrary/Loans
Mister Chips
Bookstore
Psychology
Comm. Sciences/Disorders
Biology
Residence Life
History
Multicultural Student Services
Counseling/Student Developement
Residence Life
Center for Off-Campus Living
Financial Aid Office
Biology
Bookstore
Health Sciences
Bookstore
Residence Life

Many thanks to those employers who took time to nominate our students.
Your attentoin and dedication to them is impressive: WE SALUTE YOU!
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We would like to thank the following businesses for their donations for National Student Employment Week: Commonwealth One Federal
CredirUnion.-Crestar Bank, Educaid, First Union Bank, JC Penney, Joshua Wilton, Leggett, Loews Theatre, Mr. J's Bagels, Sheraton Inn, ,
■ Sjgtnet Bank, .T.he-StudiOs .Virginia Student -Assistant Authority and Watson's Department Store. -They-gave-prizes-for-tne deity drawings-. ■ •
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SGA

continued from page 3

original amount. The amendment
passed.
Commuter Sen. Kelly Sheeran
motioned to amend the money
allocated for conventions from
$4,776 to $4,252 and only allow the
five executive officers to go to the
convention.
SGA President Jen Mabe favored
the proposal because she said she
feels executives would get the most
from a convention, and a senator
should not be sent.The amendment
passed.
Finazzo proposed to amend
SGA's office supplies amount up
from $ 1.544 to $2,000 to ensure there
will be enough money to incorporate
the supplies the class governments
will need
Rep. Maggie Brock opposed the
amendment because she said she fell

"the SGA shouldn't keep upping
their budget when they are stricter
with other organizations." The
amendment failed.
After the amendments were
incorporated the SGA budget stood
at $42,861 and was passed.
Rose presented the budget for
Interfratemity Council to SGA for
$10,014. IFC had initially requested
$24,169 from the SGA. Cuts were
made in the areas of media services,
printing services and public relations
because these costs will be split with
Panhellenic council and were
included in each of their budgets.
The major cuts were made in the
areas of convention and travel. The
money allocated for this was $8,973.
and it was reduced to $3,684 by the
Finance Committee. This was cut
because IFC wanted to send all eight
of their executives to conferences,

and to remain consistent with the
budgeting for other organizations it
was cut to five members.
Satz motioned to increase the
convention budget to $5,063 in order
to allow the entire executive board
attend conferences.
Kensky opposed the idea and said
he felt SGA should remain consistent
with only sending five people to
conferences. The amendment passed.
Satz proposed to amend the
skilled services budget to $4,850
from $4,225 in over to allow another
speaker to come. The amendment
passed.
IFC budget of $12.018 was passed
by the senate.
Panhellenic's budget was also
presented to the SGA. Panhellenic
had requested $23,453.55 for its
budget, and the Finance Committee
cut it to $13,704 in the same areas

community in addition to JMU.
EQUAL will pick up T-shirts at
four different places in Harrisonburg
for those members of the community
who also want to get involved,
according to Fornecker.
Polglase said writing on the Tshirts has ranged from showing
general support for fighting violence
against women to personal witnesses
of violence.
One shirt in the display reads,
"Stop the pain, fight rape, support
victims." Another shirt reads, "My
uncle's hands searched my small,
frail, 4-year-old body. He said. This
is what the doctor will do when you
get big."* Sponsors are hoping to
receive 50 shirts this year to add to
the 1994 collection, she said.

continued from page 3
Members of the organization also
support women's reproductive rights
and work to restore federal funding
to impoverished women and
children.
Gandy also related the history of
women's rights in America.
Historically speaking, women's
rights have improved from those of
past decades, she said.
In the 1970s, virtually no battered
women's shelters or rape crisis
centers existed, she said. Violence
against women went almost
unreported because victims were
often blamed for the incidents or
their stories were not believed, she
said.
"Women not reporting these

Shirts

continued from page 3
contribute shirts to the national
display, because it is having a full
display here at JMU, according to
Polglase.
Senior Sharon Bigger, FYI staff
member, said the purpose of the
project is two-fold. "It does bear
witness for violence against women
and it also takes steps towards
counseling victims of violence . . .
Emphasis needs to be on survival,
not just victimhood."
Polglase said counseling services
will be provided as part of the project
at the display on April 10.
Junior Anne Fornecker, cocoordinator of JMU EQUAL, said
EQUAL'S role in the project was to
encompass the Harrisonburg

and for the same reasons as IFC.
Commuter Sen. Kelley Grant
proposed to amend the printing
services budget to $3,435 from
$1,935 to cover the unexpected costs
of printing rush handbooks. The
amendment passed.
Grant proposed to amend the
conventions allocations to $3,200
from $2,225 in order to allow 10
people to attend a conference. The
amendment passed.
Grant also proposed to amend the
budget and add $625 for another
speaker. This amendment passed.
Amendments to add money for
convention purposes failed.
Howard motioned to cut the
budgets of IFC and Panhellenic .
She withdrew her amendment so
Panhellenic's budget could be tabled
until the next meeting.
This was do to the lateness of the

hour, 10 p.m., and because too few
senators were remaining.
At the April 11 meeting Howard
will restate her motion and IFC's and
Panhellenic's budgets will be
reviewed. All budgets will then have
to be passed as a package.
Also at the meeting:
• SGA President Jen Mabe
announced Jennifer Reed had been
selected to give the commencement
speech.
• According to Mabe. the General
Education Committee met last Friday
and a motion was made to disband
until the political climate at JMU
improves. This motion failed 18 to
five.
• Commuter Sen. Kelley Grant
announced a student, faculty and
administration forum will take place
on April 24 at 5 p.m. in the
Highlands Room.

incidents served to encourage
husbands or boyfriends to maintain
control over them, and it helped to
reinforce the popular mind-set of the
time that a woman's place was in the
home," Gandy said.
Gandy also stressed the
importance of politics and
government support towards the
empowerment of women.
NOW has lobbied for state
legislature and a $3 tax on marriage
licenses to fund shelters, according to
Gandy.
One of the most important
achievements of NOW has been
getting society to recognize the
problem of violence against women,
including the relatively new subjects
of date and spouse rapes, Gandy said.

"Although progress has been
made toward violence against
women, it is now under attack by the
current Congress and the right-wing
conservatives," Gandy said
According to Gandy, she has been
lecturing about violence against
women at college campuses along
the east coast. Her stops include the
College of William & Mary and
Towson State University in
Maryland.
"I spend so much time on
campuses because students are
leaders with voices now, not just
leaders for the future," Gandy said.
"If young people, especially
women, don't speak out against
violence, that just puts us further
behind," she said.

NOW.

Come and find out more about yourself . ♦ ♦
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EDITORIAL

Dart...
A what-research-are-you-quoting dart to the
marijuana use article in the March 30 issue of The
Breeze. Get your facts straight about this so-called
"addictive" drug.
Sent in by two addicts who hate a one-sided story.
Legalize it.

Pat. ••

Tenure system lacks integrity
Tenure. Unique to the academic environment, it is be evaluated using "criteria established within the
something most students know little about and is a department," rather than the standard universitywide criteria
common topic of discussion in the university all other faculty members are subject to. Every university
environment. According to Webster's New World employee undergoes a yearly salary review, but this does not
Dictionary, tenure is "the status of holding one's position on necessarily review how effective a professor is.
Tenure is important because it secures academic freedom.
a permanent basis, granted to teachers, civil service
This is especially important at JMU, where there is often
personnel, etc. on the fulfillment of specified requirements."
Basically, once a professor, at this and most universities. disagreement between employees, the faculty and the
administration. When a professor speaks out against a policy
is granted tenure, the job is theirs until they decide to leave.
Dismissal of tenured professors, except in cases where a of the administration, he or she need not worry that their job
program is eliminated for financial reasons, is related directly is the next to go when cutbacks are a reality. But that doesn't
mean tenured faculty members shouldn't
to fitness to perform assignments,
a.
have to be evaluated by their superiors,
according to the JMU Faculty
their peers and the students they teach.
Handbook. But how is fitness to perform
There are plenty of tenured faculty
assignments determined, since the only
who handle their duties at a level above
evaluation process tenured faculty have
and beyond their job description. But
to go through is an annual spring
evaluation with no standard criteria?
unfortunately, there are also many who
fail to live up to the expectations of their
The University of Virginia is
considering establishing post-tenure
students and the job performance
review for the university's 1,064 tenured thpir pffnrts: nnrp thpV requirements of the Faculty Handbook
professors, expanding the salary reviews incir ejJUflb UriLC mey _ „ot keeping their posted office hours,
they already go through every year.
nrhlPVP inh KPCUritM
continually showing up or handing
assignments back late or sloughing their
Such a process might not be such a U^niCVC JUU ZCCUriiy.
duties off on a less qualified graduate
bad idea at JMU, where 69 percent of the
full-time faculty have tenure, according to the 1993
student. If tenured professors knew there was a standard they
Statistical Summary. This review process, however, should had to keep to, and the standard was being scrutinized by a
not be an exercise to get rid of unpopular or outspoken superior and the professors' students, they might be more
faculty members. Instead, the review should be instituted to
likely to do what it is they are supposed to do.
Tenure is something professors work very hard for — it
ensure tenured professors are doing their jobs and not
violating any of the principles depicted in the Faculty takes many years of dedicated service as a teacher and an
Handbook. The evaluation should be conducted with input ambassador of the university to be granted tenure. The
institution of tenure shouldn't lose its integrity because some
from the faculty member's student evaluations, colleagues
and the department head or school director.
professors relax their efforts once they achieve job security.
An entire process for the current annual spring evaluation An evaluation process could prevent the loss of integrity and
for JMU professors is laid out in the Faculty Handbook. The
help deliver a better education to the part of the university
process includes information supplied by the faculty member, that matters most — the students.
a written evaluation by the department head or school
director and an evaluation conference. But this is not
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board
necessarily the evaluation process for tenured professors,
which consists of the editor, managing editor and the opinion
since the handbook also states such faculty will continue to editors.

The institution of
tenure shouldn i lose
its integrity because
some professors relax

Editorial Policy

Alison Boycc ■ • ■ editor Cyndy Liedtke . .. managing editor
Kevin Steele . . . opinion editor Lisa Denny . .. asst. opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns should be no more
than 800 words, and both will be published on a space available basis. They must be
delivered to TKe Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
this 'staff,' or James Madison Univ, •:
■

A sarcastic pat to the business fraternities at JMU
for using their bulletin boards in the College of
Business to prove drinking is their primary function.
Sent in by a business student who doesn 't want to
look at pictures of men in women's underwear and
other signs of drunken excess.

Dart.,
A pick-on-your-own-size dart to the people who
find it funny to chase our innocent ducks. Help
preserve the natural beauty on campus, and give
them a safe, peaceful environment in which to live.
Sent in by a person who enjoys nature outside all
of these concrete walls.
m*£M.t.
K^wmm% • •
A pat to Erin Costello for all her time and hard
work in planning for the Social Work Celebration
Conference.
Sent in by her committee members who wish she
could have been therefor the big day.

Bart...
A dart to the person who not only knows little
about geology but even less about the JMU Honor
Code. Returned tests are fair game for everyone.
Maybe if you had worried less about others' study
habits and more about your own, you would have
figured that little gem out for yourself.
Sent in by the top 10 percentile.

Pat...
A pat to all the rangers who chipped in the $601
needed Friday night to get my car off the tow truck in
the Hunter's Ridge parking lot.
* 'SentTn'By somebheyvhojusrlvves rangers:
■•
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Church group propagates falsities;
homosexuality condemned by Bible
To the Editor:
I'm writing in response to the March 30 article titled "Free
your mind." A local group named Allies conducted a discussion
regarding the "acceptance of homosexuality by God."
Participants in the discussion acted in accordance in expressing
the idea that an opinion regarding homosexuality cannot be
derived from Biblical scripture, and the principles are unclear
and incongruous.
Retired Presbyterian minister William Ramkey claimed.
"[Jesus] said nothing about homosexuality." There is no direct
mention of this in the New Testament, just as Jesus said nothing
about taking the Lord's name in vain and making graven images.
The Ten Commandments and sexual immorality are both woven
throughout the Bible and Jesus' failure to reiterate all Biblical
laws provides no logical excuse to refute them.
Furthermore, Christopher Gatesman, assistant director of the
Office of Residence Life and a homosexual, stated, "I've seen
too many people strive to do what we're told is right [to be
heterosexual] in the name of God." He then mentions that, "no
one is capable of knowing what God truly wants from us." In the
area of homosexuality, perhaps Biblical scripture will assist Mr.
Gatesman in achieving an understanding as to exactly what God
not only wants from us, but demands.
According to the sixth chapter of First Corinthians, it is asked,
"do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of
God? Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor
idolaters nor adulterers nor male prostitutes nor homosexual
offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers
nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God."

Also, the book of Romans illustrates God's view of sexual
immorality in the first chapter. !t states, "wherefore God also
gave them up to uncleanness through the lusts of their own
hearts, to dishonor their own bodies between themselves. Who
changed the truth of God into a lie, and worshiped and severed
the creature more than the Creator, who is blessed forever.
Amen. For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections: for
even their women did change the natural use into that which is
against nature: And likewise, the men leaving the natural use of
the woman, burned in their lust on toward another; men with
men working that which is unseemly, and receiving in
themselves that recompense of their error..."
Moreover, the 19th chapter of Leviticus reads, "thou shalt not
avenge, nor hear any grudge against the children of thy people,
but thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself: I am the Lord." God
commands us to love our neighbors, but this in no way denotes
an acceptance of sexual immortality, specifically, homosexuality.
This love which God speaks of should ultimately serve to inspire
man to pray the prayers that attempt to erase evils.
As for the article's presumptuous title "Free your mind," its
implication is that if one does not accept the maxims of the group
leaders, then one automatically has a closed mind. One should
not be surprised at the attempts by groups such as Allies to
distort words of scripture for their own propaganda.
As stated in Timothy II, "for the time will come when they will
not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they
heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears; and they shall
turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto
fables."
Andy Halataei
sophomore
public administration

Legalize it: Marijuana's highs
With the recent publication of "Marijuana use increases," it
appeared as though misinformation had, once again, its day in
the sun. The article, published in the March 30 issue of The
Breeze, was an exercise whose sole function was to alarm,
rather than educate, the student body.
In this article, a piece in the New York Times Magazine was
quoted. It declared marijuana to be "America's number one
cash crop."
Since marijuana has a history of being America's number
one cash crop, this information is nothing out of the ordinary.
Benjamin Franklin used marijuana to begin one of America's
first paper mills. Our first flag was made from, and our
continental army was clothed in, material derived from the
marijuana plant.
From the early 1600s-1800s, hemp was legal tender.
Citizens of this country could pay their taxes with marijuana
for over 200 years.
The historical significance
of marijuana aside, we are
constantly reminded of the
risks associated with the
marijuana plant. JMU's
substance abuse counselor
— David J.
Randy Haveson wants "to let
people know exactly what it is
they are doing to themselves."
when they use marijuana. However, he fails to cite any research
that could substantiate any of his excessive claims. Stating that
marijuana causes "big time" lung damage. Haveson's
immoderation is appropriately illustrated.
Even so, research conducted by one of America's leading
lung experts. Dr. Donald Tashkin of UCLA, is curiously
overlooked.
In March 1992, Tashkin stated there has never been a single
case of lung cancer associated with marijuana use.
Surprisingly, Tashkin found marijuana to be of great benefit for
patients suffering from emphysema.
Can Haveson honestly say marijuana is more injurious than
cigarette smoking, even when the American Lung Association
reports more than 400,000 Americans die every year from
tobacco-related diseases? I really don't think so.
With great alarm. Randy Haveson declares "the chemical
level [of marijuana] has increased to 14 to 27 percent." Due to
this, he goes on to say, a person can become more dependent
on the drug. However, in 1987, the Merck Manual of Diagnosis
and Therapy reported otherwise. Responding to the increased
potency of marijuana, the Merck Manua\ found no evidence
whatsoever of physical dependence upon the drug's
discontinuance.

The Merck Manual goes on to state, "Many critics have
incorporated this fact into warnings, but the chief opposition to
the drug rests on a moral and political, and not a toxicologic
foundation."
Rather than being harmful, many researchers have found
marijuana to be therapeutic for a wide array of disorders.
Research at Harvard University has found marijuana could
benefit 90 percent of the nation's 2.5 million glaucoma
victims.
Research has found marijuana to be effective in treating
asthma, nausea caused by chemotherapy, arthritis, epilepsy,
and the list goes on.
In 1988, while reviewing this evidence, Francis Young, an
administrative law judge for the Drug Enforcement
Administration, asserted, "marijuana is one of the safest,
therapeutically active substances known to man."
Despite this, in 1989, DEA Director John Lawn refused to
reclassify marijuana. To date,
marijuana is still classified as a
Schedule One narcotic.
Meanwhile, as agents of the
drug war march on, millions of
Americans are being denied
Kyger
access to a safer, alternative
form of medicine.
Marilyn Bowman, in a study
sponsored by the National Institute of Mental Health, found
"no impairment of physiological, sensory and perceptualmotor performance" even with habitual users of marijuana.
What about marijuana being the "gateway drug?"
In 1989, a report in the LA. Times stated Holland's policy
of tolerance toward marijuana users resulted in the reduction of
the number of the country's heroin addicts by 33 percent. Also,
it was found the number of teenagers using marijuana
substantially declined as well.
As billions of dollars continue to be wasted on needless
enforcement, free expression is used as a scapegoat, and
advocates for the illegality of marijuana continue to stand
firmly on the weakest of foundations. With stunning clarity,
Haveson asserts. "Music is now starting to glamorize
marijuana again."
His statement is reminiscent of attacks made on jazz
musicians during the 1930s, whose music, it was thought,
could have the serious effect of making a white woman tap her
feet.
My advice to Haveson: stop the bull and get a real job.

Guest Columnist
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Letters/
to the
'Editor
Breeze commended for 'Night Shift;'
informative and accurate reporting
To the Editor:
The Breeze should be commended for last Thursday's
article, "Night Shift," about a strip bar because it dared to
publish something sure to stimulate discussion and provide
information about a lifestyle about which many students would
otherwise remain uninformed.
As with all good newspaper stories, it was timely, accurate,
informative, related to the audience, dealt with something
unusual, and was well written. It was clearly the honest opinions
and reflections of the writer, and it reported enough information
to enable readers to form their own opinions.
In this context of the definition of good journalism, the
article was not stupid, pointless or unimportant. And as with all
forms of media, the readers had the freedom to either read or not
read it. Nobody forced them to focus any deeper than the
drawing which clearly illustrated the article's subject matter.
No one forced the readers to read paragraph after paragraph
of the writer's descriptions and opinion — and to therefore feel
offended, disgusted or degraded. The Breeze is nothing more
than an organization that exercises its American freedom to write
and publish.
It is up to us as readers to exercise our freedom to pick and
choose our reading material. As long as the messenger does its
job correctly, legally and well, then the message itself — not the
messenger — should be debated.
Matt Warner
senior
mass communication

Story went beyond tasteful news;
'pilgrimage' was not worthy of ink
To the Editor:
I was appalled by The Breeze's March 30 Focus article on
the pilgrimage of several young men to a strip joint and the
excruciating detail with which it was told. I, for one. do not
consider an in-depth look at Jell-O wrestling to be worthy of the
ink my student fees helps to buy. Perhaps a column or even a
half page would have been sufficient to allow Mr. Rojas to
express his extreme joy in bribing women to humiliate
themselves.
While I am in full support of the freedom of speech and
press, a two-page spread allowed lor many unwanted,
unnecessary, uncouth details such as the rubbing of his friend's
glasses on a woman's crotch. I am not sure when Mr. Rojas or
the editors of The Breeze will learn such articles perpetuate
negative stereotypes and continue to trivialize women and their
sexuality.
With such inane, ignorant articles continuing to be approved
and published. I sec no hope for the advancement of equality in
our society. I am ama/.ed Mr. Rojas would offer to share such
cherished memories in a Valley-wide publication, especially
since any self-respecting woman will now be repulsed by the
mere sight or mention of his name.
Further. I am at a loss as to why The Breeze would
voluntarily publish such pathetic journalism unless it was trying
to enliven a stale, static page of Letters to the Editor, in which
case it undoubtedly succeeded.

David J. Kyger is a junior anthropology major.
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Elizabeth Cartwright
senior
English
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Selling the Drama: Live at th

opening
acts Sponge and
Love Spit Love
outshined every concert at
JMU in recent memor) Sunda) night, judging
from the crowd's reaction.
Mark Adkins, a former JMU student, said, "'li
about time JMU booked somebody other than
Alabama."
One Harrisonbura High School senior Jessica
Bungard. said/it beat James Brown to a pulp."
Andrea Hill, another Harrisonburg High senior, said, "It was attention, although he used a megaphone in addition to the
microphone in various parts of the songs. "Take away the
definitely the best concert I've ever been to."
It was the first sold-out show the University Program Board megaphone, I thought they were great," said Mary Douglas
has ever sponsored, according to Manisha Sethi, public relations Meloy, a College of William & Mary student.
Butler did manage to raise the audience's energy level when
chair.
Sponge, a band from Detroit whose first album "Rotting he sat down at the front of the stage and sang to the crowd.
Pifiata" has made the top five of Billboard's New Artist Chart, People also seemed to jump around more when Richard Fortus
went on stage while people were still filing into the Convocation wasn't just strumming his guitar but pounding on it like he
Center. Although only about half of the 3,500 ticket holders were wanted it dead.
The whole atmosphere changed when Live took the stage.
in their seats for Sponge, those who were there seemed to like the
band. Jack Miller, a University of Virginia student, said, "I saw Everyone in the seats and on the floor was standing and yelling
their buzz clip [for "Plowed"] on MTV, and I thought it was when the stage lights came on and lead vocalist Ed Kowalczyk
started singing "The Dam at Otter
better live."
stories by Nicki Campbell
Creek."
Parker Laipple, who traveled from
When the band went into "Selling
Richmond to see Live, didn't know Sponge
photography by
the
Drama" next, the body surfing
was opening the show. He was happy to see
Todd LaPlante and
resumed with more and more
them, though. "A friend of mine gave me a
Craig Newman
participants. The band played a couple
Sponge CD about a month ago. I'd have paid
songs from its first album "Mental
to see them even if they weren't with Live," he
Jewelry," then a new song that was written on the road.
said.
It was the first few lines of "Shit Towne," though, that made
For a band that has been together only three years. Sponge
seems to be making a name for itself. Guitarist Joey Mazzola the crowd really go berserk. More people surfing the crowd were
said Sponge will be appearing on "Late Show with David moved over the barricade so they wouldn't get hurt and then
Letterman" in mid-April and plans to continue touring on their shuffled back into the pit by the security team.
Kowalczyk and the rest of Live continued to work the crowd
own after the Live tour ends. They were supposed to tour with
The Cult after the Live tour, but due to the recent breakup of that into a frenzy with several more songs from both its current
album, "Throwing Copper," and its debut album. During "I
band, it won't be possible.
After Sponge's 30-minute performance. Love Spit Love took Alone," Kowalczyk egged the applause on with a wave of his
the stage. The crowd's reaction was less intense with the second hands, but after the song, the band said good night and exited the
band. Although there were more people in the building, fewer stage. No one was satisfied with this, and people stomped on
bleachers, yelled and held their lighters in the air.
seemed to body surf over the crowd on the floor.
When the band started playing again and Kowalczyk was
Vocalist Richard Butler, who used to sing for the
Psychedelic Furs, seemed to have'trouble getting the crowd's singing, it was difficult to tell where he was. Three thousand

pairs of eyes scanned the stage and audience until they found the
singer. He was standing on a wheelchair access ramp to the right
side of the stage, wearing sunglasses and a white tuxedo jacket,
and singing "This is how I'll go out tonight . . ." from the song
'T.B.D." Fans were close enough to touch the singer, and when
he ran down the ramp toward the stage a few tried to follow.
On stage he said to the audience, "You guys are crazy." Then
he dedicated "Waitress" to all the waiters and waitresses at the
show. Some apparent waiters and waitresses went even more
crazy.
The next song, "Lightning Crashes." was dedicated to
everyone who has died of AIDS. After the end of the song,
Kowalczyk said good night once again. But when the singer
turned his back, a young man managed to get over the iron
barricade, past professional bouncers and student volunteers,
jump on the stage and give him a bear hug. One of Live's road
crew grabbed the man and threw him back into the pit.
The band left the stage, but was back a few minutes later for
the second encore. They played "White, Discussion" and said
their final goodbyes as the bright Convo lights came on.
Sophomore Leigh Moro said, "JMU has to get more concerts
here. JMU is supposed to be a real big party school, but we never
have any concerts."
The process of bringing Live to JMU started with UPB
members and volunteers at the beginning of the semester.
"Ideally, when you program, you want to work around the
performer's schedule," said Dan Jasper, 1994-'95 UPB public
relations chair. "We do it kind of backwards here because this is
an athletic facility. We have to work around the athletic
department."
UPB knew at the beginning of the semester the Convo would
be available April 2. Musical events chair Craig Welburn and the
musical events committee then decided which bands were in theii
price range and available on that date. Live was their number one
choice so Welburn took the idea to the UPB executive board
which approved the choice.
Next, a request for the band to play was placed through a
booking agent with Cellar Door Entertainment. When the requesi
was accepted, the contract was drawn up with all the specifics ol
what the band would need to pull off the show. The details
included everything from the size of the stage to the band's plar
to bring their own stoves and catering company.
Six weeks before the show, UPB members began meeting once
a week to work out the final details of the show. There were abou
130 shifts for volunteers on the day of the show and the da}
before, Jasper said. Volunteers were solicited for such projects a;
loading in equipment, setting up the stage and helping the
caterers. Many of the volunteers were students who couldn't ge
tickets before they sold out, but by working for UPB, were able tc
get in for free.
On the day of the show, Tracy McEvilly, 1994-95 executive
chair of UPB, said, "I think it's great the amount of work tha
we've done, and the amount of time we've done it in has beei
phenomenal." Students and the bands' road crew.s started workin;
at 8:30 a.m. to finish setting up the stage, sound system am
lights, and prepare the food, just to name some major tasks.
AH of their work seemed to really pay off, though. Sophomon
Pam Mielnik summed up the event by saying, "It rocked."
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he Convo Center
Clockwise from left:
• Live vocalist Ed
Kowalczyk, shadowed
against the massive
lights at the Convo
Center Sunday night
• The stage in the
process of being set up.
• Student volunteers and
UPB employees loading
gear onto the stage from
one of the three tractortrailers the bands used.
• Students and
Harrisonburg residents
alike enjoy the festive
atmosphere at the Live
concert.
• A road crew member
and a UPB volunteer
ready the soundboard.

Rocking out!

It isn't often that you go to a
concert of any real size and see the
band members walking around before
and after their sets.
But that's what members of Love
Spit Love and Sponge, opening acts
for Live, were doing Sunday night,
signing T-shirts and ticket stubs and
talking to fans.
It's also not very often that you go
to a concert and then end up at the
mall with members of the band, but
that's what happened to me.
When the three bands arrived at the
Convocation Center Sunday
afternoon. I was talking to 1982 JMU
graduate Joel Reiff about what it was
like working with Live. (He's been on
the road with them for three years,
first as a sound engineer and now the
lighting designer).
Reiff said he isn't really tight with
the band, but he likes his job,
although his finance degree hasn't
helped him much.
While I was talking to Reiff, the
tour manager of Love Spit Love came
by to say hello. My new friend
introduced me to him and the tour
manager said, "Any press is good
press." I took that as a positive
comment and asked where the guys
from the band were, saying I'd like to
talk to them. He pointed out guitarist
Richard Fortus and drummer Frank
Ferrer walking across the Convo.
I went over and introduced myself
to Fortus and Ferrer, but they didn't
want to talk yet — they wanted to go
to a record store.
"OK." I said, "Let me tell the
Breeze photographers where I'm
going."
"No," Fortus said. "We have to go
them out to their van.
Needless to say. we stood out just a
little walking into Valley Mall, Fortus
in his black leather pants, boots and
sweater with lots of holes in it. big
Ferrer with his shaved head, and me
trotting alongside with my notebook.
People turned to look at something
you don't see in the 'burg every day.
We went into Musicland, where
they bought the Psychedelic Furs
album "All of This and Nothing."
Since Love's vocalist Richard Butler
is the former Furs vocalist, I asked
why they bought that particular CD.
Fortus explained that Live is thinking
about doing a Furs song at one of their
upcoming shows.
"Live are big Psychedelic Furs
fans." Ferrer said.
On the way back to the Convo,
they told me they try to hit a mall and
a coffee shop everywhere they go.
"Especially Butler, he loves malls,"
Ferrer said, "I once saw Butler buy a
pink bathrobe only because it was so
cheap, and it was in a mall and it said
'Swirlies' on the back."
After the trip to the mall. I asked
the guys from Love Spit Love if they
wanted to get coffee at the Artful
Dodger with Breeze photographers
Craig Newman, Todd LaPIante and I
after the show. They accepted, but
decided a few minutes later they
wanted to go before the show, so the
Breeze people rode in Todd's car
while the others followed in their van.
Of course, the Artful Dodger was
closed. We were all a little annoyed.

but tried Spanky's because the rockers
really wanted their cappuccinos.
Spanky's only had packages of instant
cappuccino. So much for impressing
them with Harrisonburg.
Back at the Convo, I thought I'd
try to get some of the guys from Live
to talk to me. I scooted back to their
eating area set up for them and found
drummer Chad Gracey.
Gracey was very cool. He told me
the song "Lightning Crashes,"
although it is dedicated on the album
to a woman named Barbara Lewis,
wasn't written about her. Lewis was a
high school friend of the band
members who died in a car accident
after the song was written. They just
thought the song was appropriate for
her.
Gracey, who is soft-spoken and
polite, also explained the song "Shit
Towne."
"Partially it was written about
York {Pa., their hometown] and the
kind of state of every small town in
America, and the kind of closedmindedness that accompanies living
in a small town,"he said.
Gracey said Live will perform in
Australia for two weeks after it
finishes this leg of the U.S. tour. After
the touring is over, he said the band
members will take a couple months
off and then start working on their
third album.
**
By this point in the conversation,
other people had started eating at the
three long tables in the room, so I
asked him if he had eaten yet. He said
no. and after that I didn't want to ask
20 more questions. Besides. I thought
I'd better get out before I was kicked
out by their manager.
Love's set was over that I got to talk
to any of the other musicians. While
everyone was waiting for Live to
come on. I saw Joey Mazzola, one ol
the guitarists from Sponge. He offered
me a piece of gum and seemed really
happy to talk to a reporter, which I
thought was odd for someone in the
spotlight.
Although the Convo wasn't full
when Sponge played, the people there
seemed to really like them. Mazzola
said they have been getting a lot of
radio airplay because of the Live lour.
Mazzola said he and the other four
members of the Detroit-based band
have only been together since 1992.
The tour has been has been a big
step for their 3-year-old band, he said.
Before they were playing clubs where
their largest audience was about 3.600
people. On the tour, all of the
audiences have numbered between
2.000 and 5.000.
After the Live tour. Sponge will hit
the road by itself, playing most of the
venues which they were supposed to
open for The Cult. Mazzola said Ian
Astbury. vocalist for The Cull, left the
band, so now Sponge will be on its
own.
It was really interesting talking and
hanging out with the musicians that
day. but one of the coolest things was
when Mazzola asked me if I would
send him a copy of my articles. Of
course, I told him 1 would, but it is
kind of weird to have someone who
has tans asking for autographs want to
see what VOM write.
<fcflT5 }
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f REE SCREEN »■"■"- Need Imprinted Sportswear?

Non-Alcoholic & No Age Limit

cinicl/

Fast, Reliable Service Since 1S80
434-4240

NOW OPEN ON SATURDAYS

r^M&C&zzxxxszs.
0tfVJte-^B90

CALL

Evelyn Byrd Ave.

COUNTHY & WESTERN
DANCE LESSONS 4 BANSE

9:00 - 12 NOON

Dances Every Fri. & Sat. Night
8 p.m. - 9 p.m. Lesson
9 p.m. -12 midnight Dance
$5 per person

Line Dances, 2-Step
Waltz & More.

THE ROUNDUP"
Rt. 42 South
Harrisonburg, VA

Instructor Charlie Sutton

433-8170

Congratulations
from
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The partners and professional staff of KPMG Peat Marwick
LLP are pleased to announce that the following James Madison
University graduates of the Class of 1995 have joined or will be
joining our Firm as members of our professional staff:
Grand
Hollywood Opening!
Nails
The glamorous look
Professional Nail Care
for Ladies & Gentlemen
Regular SALE
Price Price
Acrylic Nails $29.00 $25.00
Acrylic Fill 18.00 15.00
Silk Wraps 40.00 35.00
Silk Fill
22.00 18.00
Gel Nails
40.00 35.00
Gel Fill
22.00 18.00
Fiberglass 40.00 35.00
"Fiberglass Fill 22.00 18.00
Manicures
12.00 10.00
Pedicures
25.00 20.00
Air Brush
12.00 8.00
Nail Art
5.00 3.00
Appointments
or Walk-ins Welcome

Robert Delmarco -Washington, D.C.
L. Allen Dickenson -Washington, D.C.
Tina Flynn -Washington, D.C.
Douglas Hoffman -Washington, D.C.
Christine Landry -Washington, D.C.
Nikolaos Makrigioras -Washington, D.C
Jennifer Miller -Washington, D.C.
Melissa Smisko -Washington, D.C.
Stacy Williams - Roanoke
Welcome to

Peat Marwick LLP!

2035 E. Market Street, Suite 47
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
703-574-0103

Gift certificates Available
Open 7 Days a Week
Mon. - Sat. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sunday
10 a.m. -5 p.m.
■ -located,in Skyline Village t

KPMG Peat Marwick is the global leader in accounting, tax
and consulting services. KPMG provides these services to
domestic and international clients through offices in more
than 800 cities in 124 countries.
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Guest shows aspects of art Trying to cause mayhem
/

by Simone Figula
Maffavriter

"I think there was a time when people
danced . . . and crops grew. ... 1 think there
was a time when people danced, and it healed
their children, prepared them for war..."
Liz I.erman demonstrated she believes
strongly in the power of her craft with this
statement, and with many others during her
lecturej held Tuesday night in Godwin Studio
355.
Lerihaji ifr thp artistic director of Dance
Exchange, a Washington, D.C., dance company
she founded in 1976.
Through her work as a choreographer and
dancer there, Lerman has spent her career
bringing people of all backgrounds together to
show communities the aspects of dance that lie
beyond aesthetics.
Professor of dance Liz Trammel said of
Lerman, "She gave us a broadening of
definitions of our roles as artists."
While growing up with plans to dance and
teach, Lerman was told by her dance instructors
and other "experts" she could do one or the
other, but not both. In her teen years, Lerman
discovered dancing had mental benefits for her.
Later, she used dance to express her political
feelings during the Civil Rights movement. It
was through these experiences Lerman learned
she wasn't just interested in the technique of
dance; it was the connections she made beyond
the physical movement that were important to
her.
"It was like all the things that mattered to me
were put into a different category," Lerman
said. There's a difference between dancing
and thinking about dancing.. .. Today we have
people who have better technique than Ana
Pavlova could have ever imagined... but that's
not everything."
Since the time Lerman discovered she

ON

wanted to do more with dance than just move,
she has dedicated herself to connecting the arts
with the community. "I had a yearning to make
art bigger than it was being practiced," she said.
One of Lerman's first major projects with
the community began in 1974 when her mother
tragically died of cancer. Lerman, who was
teaching dance at George Washington
University, wanted to form a piece illustrating
how she felt during the experience and needed
senior citizens to portray the spirits she'd
envisioned.
She visited a local senior citizens' home and
asked to give a dance class. She was told she
could do anything she wanted on Thursday
nights for $5 a week. From there, her desire to
work with the community was cemented.
"The response from the seniors [to the GW
dancers] was incredible . . . they were just so
appreciative," Lerman said.
Junior Tara Zaffuto said of Lerman's
project, "she brings people together in ways
you wouldn't believe."
Lerman also received positive responses to
her community efforts in Chicago, where she
collaborated with African-American students,
second-generation Puerto Rican, Central
American teenagers and young Bosnian
refugees.
To Lerman, the world of art is about finding
the commonalities between different groups
and respecting the differences. The hierarchy of
dance, she said, needs to be turned over so it
forms a spectrum.
Lerman said the formation of the spectrum
requires the breaking down of society's
barriers. "People need to hear, 'I can respect
you, even if I don't agree with you.'" she said.
She draws part of her artistic philosophy from a
family that encouraged her to pursue the world
of art through dance.
"My father though', anything that moved was
great," Lerman said.

SPOBE

TOUR WITH

LIVE.

by Tiffany May field
contributing writer
Spring fever has hit JMU once again, and
this weekend the Office of Student Activities,
the University Program Board and MBNA
America have come together to bring the
campus Madison Mayhem.
This day-long festival of food, fun,
entertainment, music and vendors will take
place April 8 from noon until 7:30 p.m. on
Hillside Field.
Rob Sarlo, a graduate adviser in OSA,
coordinated the event with UPB Assistant
Director of Student Activities Susan Shipley.
"We wanted to come up with an event that
everyone — students, faculty and staff and
other members of the community — could
come to and enjoy without worrying about high
costs or having to leave the area," Sarlo said.
"This is an especially good way for faculty
and their families, as well as students, to 'get
away' and still not have to go very far away to
do it."
Activities for the day are varied to
encourage participation from all age groups and
will include the velcro wall, sumo wrestling, an
exhibition from Reptile World in Maryland
sponsored by OSA, and a super-sized Twister
game sponsored by UPB. Several student
organizations will participate in the event, such
as Catholic Campus Ministry, the Social Work
Organization, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
and the Student Government Association.
A member of two participating
organizations, OSA and CCM, junior Cathy
Manderfield encouraged her peers to take part
in the activity. "Just working through OSA, 1
thought it was a good community-building
event for both the campus and the Harrisonburg
community," she said.
"I encouraged both of the organizations that
I am a part of to participate and be a part of that

778 East Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

iros
Pizza 434-5375
Weekend Special
Saturday & Sunday
1 16" Cheese Pizza
w/ 1 topping $6.99
or
2 for $12.99
For pick-up or
dine-in only

Great
Lunch
Specials
I7H];I:J

WWH.S0NY.COM

ROTTING
THE

PIRATA"
DEBUT

ALBUM.

FEATURING

community-building." she added.
While MBNA primarily funded the event.
UPB and OSA planned the activities of the day.
In addition to the vendors and games, several
bands will perform throughout the day.
The UPB Musical Events Committee invited
local bands Counterpoint, Bone Daddy and
Little Benny and the Masters and the D.C.based band Big Idea to perform.
"The committee selected these groups
because we wanted a couple of diverse acts,
rather than one genre of music." said Craig
Welburn. 1994-'95 musical events committee
chairman. 'Counterpoint and Bone Daddy play
a jazz style fused with rock and roll. Big Idea is
a go-go band and Little Benny and the Masters
is an alternative band."
These bands will add to the atmosphere of-r
the day which, according to Shipley, will >&.
encourage people of all ages to display their
talents and contribute to the community.
Madison Mayhem is the first outdoor
carnival-festival of this size ever held at JMU.
Members of UPB and OSA are excited about
the event.
"It gives organizations the chance to raise
money and participate in a way that makes
them that much more noticed by the
community," Shipley said. "People have the
chance to display talents and bring in new ideas
that they may not have been able to do
otherwise. It creates an environment that
encourages social interaction."
Student members of UPB share Shipley's
anticipation of the event.
"If people know about it, it'll be a real
success — a loud, fun event," said freshman
Heidi Targee. publicity chair for UPB.
Freshman Molly Amurn, the new UPB
public relations chairperson, said, "I'm looking
forward to seeing everyone play Twister,
hearing the bands play and jumping onto the
Velcro Wall. It's going to be a fun day."
Kfcf),

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Every day
Dine in only

550 Pizza Slice
Cheese
Monday,
Wednessday,
& Thursday
5-9 p.m.
Dine in only

Great
Party
Specials
Call for details!

PLOWED.

On Sale at Town and Campus

Mention- this*ad*for deal's!* Deals end May 27th
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P.O. Box 3505
Harrisonburg. VA 22807

Join The Crew
■

Dear UPB Exec, UPB Volunteers,
and friends!
< I

The person who plays the
game...
"It's not the critic who counts; not the man
who points out how the strong man stumbled, or
where the doer of deeds could have done them
better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust
and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who
errs and comes short again and again; who knows
the great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who
spends himself in a worthy cause; who, at the
best, knows in the end the triumph of high
acheivement, and who, at the worst, if he fails, at
least fails while daring greatly, so that his place
shall never be with those timid souls who know
neither victory or defeat." ^T
—Theodore Roosevelt

Congratulations on a tremendous
job with LIVE. Not only did the
bands rock the house but so did UPB!!!
The audience nevers sees all the hard
work involved in the production of a
major concert. What they experience
is the result of your commitment to
this organization and to the programs
we bring to campus. You, too, should
take a bow to the thunderous applause
that filled the convocation center
Sunday night.
A sold out show...a profit a top
musical act...all those people....great
crew t-shirts...."moshing"... .excitement
....tired feet wristbands...the floor
the ramp oh, what an encore....
loading out....night turns into daygreat feelings....and now what's next?!

This poems speaks to all of you that contributed to the success of this show.
Together we made the day happen and together we celebrate the glory and together
we will work through the fatigue. Let us keep in mind the things that went well
and remember "lessons learned". As the semester comes to a close we wish the 9495 council well on their journey; congratulations to all those volunteers that will
graduate or move on to new experiences; a special thanks to those friends that
helped us out when we really needed them and best of luck to the 95-96 executive
Council.
Sincerely,

Susan M. Shipley
Assistant Director

I l.-l
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Tracy McEvilly
94-95 Exec. Chair

Missy McCourry
95-% Exec. Chair

J
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Asleep at the wheel
by Sarah Parker

Test your sleep and
driving knowledge

ichael Doucette, a 17-year-old from Concord,
N.H., decided to drive 280 miles to spend the
weekend with a friend at a college in Potsdam,
After staying up late the night before, he left his friend's
plfrce early the next morning to drive to Albany for concert
tickets. By 5 p.m., he was only 15 minutes from home,
leaving plenty of time for him to get ready for his pizza
delivery job at 6 p.m.
The driver in the car behind him noticed Doucette's head
fajl to one side just as his car crossed the middle line. He
hit another driver head on, 19-year-old Sharon Link, killing
both drivers instantly, according to a June 1994 edition of
Reader's Digest.
Ironically, just seven months
earlier, Doucette had won the 1989
National Teen-Driver Excellence
Competition.
The deaths of Doucette and Link
are only two of more than 1,500
fatalities occurring each year
reiulting from drowsiness on the
road, according to the U.S.
Department of Transportation.
While alcohol and bad weather are
easily recognized as threats to safe
driving, fatigue is something even the
most experienced drivers with
excellent habits on the road often
don't think about.
Public awareness about the
hazards of drowsy driving is very
low simply because society has come
to accept being exhausted as a
normal aspect of everyday life,
according to Mandy Matson, author
of "Forgotten Menace on our
Highways," an article in the June
1994 Reader's Digest.
Matson suggested it is this
perpetual lack of sleep common in
Americans that interferes when
driving.

Patricia Carter, a sophomore at
JMU, was functioning on no sleep
after her exams in May 1994, when
she began her drive home to
Annandale for the summer.
"I should not have been on the
road." she said. "I pulled an allnighter to study for two exams, so I
was exhausted, but I wanted to get
home as soon as I could."
Carter nodded off for a few
moments on Interstate 81 north and
when she awoke, she found herself
going off the road.
"I was steering toward the median
when I woke up but was able to get
back onto the road safely. As soon
as I saw a sign for the next exit, 1
found a rest area and took a nap
before I finished the drive."
Advertising
campaigns
continually warn against the dangers
of drinking and driving, yet driving
while fatigued is rarely recognized as
a legitimate cause for public concern.
Dr. William Dement, chairman of
the National Commission on Sleep
Disorders Research, stated in
"Forgotten Menace on our

□□
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3 I'm a safe driver so it doesnt
matter if I'm sleepy.
4. I can't take naps.
5. I get plenty of sleep.
6. Being sleepy makes you
misperceive things.
7. Young people need less sleep. ._

ANGELA TEMAY/graphia editor
Highways" that "when people suffer
from lack of sleep, it's like playing
Russian roulette. Sleep, then, can
come suddenly — like a seizure."
Dement said he feels strongly that
"once people are better educated
about sleep deprivation, they'll view
it with the same seriousness as drunk
driving."
For those who don't consider
driving with fatigue a serious matter,
the statistics may sway them.
According to the U.S. Department
of Transportation, falling asleep at
the wheel has played a part in
200,000 vehicular accidents each
year from 1989-1993 and about 3
percent of vehicular deaths each year.

• Your eyes close by themselves or go out of focus.
• You have trouble keeping your head up.
• You can't stop yawning.
• You have wandering, disconnected thoughts.
• You don't remember driving the last few miles.
• You drift between lanes, tailgate or

back into the lane.
t
• You have drifted off the

1. Coffee will keep me awake.
2. I can tell when I'm going
to fall asleep.

Signs of fatigue:

miss traffic signs.
• You keep jerking the car

—
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road and narrowly missed
crashing.
JAMBS HAWKINS/.wiiw artist

According to the American
Automobile Association, in a
pamphlet called Busy Roads, Drowsy
Drivers, New York thruway officials
who patrol the road said nearly half
of the fatal crashes they see are
sleep-related.
Lee Anderson, a 32-year-old
manager of The American Caf6 in
Baltimore was driving on the New
York thruway on his way to Toronto.
Anderson used this route several
times each month for business
transactions.
He said it was early in the
morning when he put his 1992 Honda
Accord on cruise control. The last
thing he remembered was the red car
in his rearview mirror.
Anderson was awakened seconds
later by the horn of the red car trying
to alert him that he was driving on
the median strip and heading for a
large post.
Fortunately, he was able to avoid
an accident, but looking back at the
incident, he said, "That experience
changed my entire perspective on
driving.
"I had to pull over and sleep for a
while before I could continue on to
Toronto, it was very scary,"
Anderson said.
What is even more frightening
about these situations is the
suddenness with which sleep can
take over without warning.
According to AAA, eight out of
10 motorists believe they can predict
when they're about to fall asleep.
The truth is, everyone's body has its
own sleep-wake cycle in a 24-hour
period.
A person's biological clock works
on its own schedule, whether a
person is ready to sleep or not.
Often, drivers nod off for a few
seconds into what researchers call
"micro-sleep."
However, in five seconds, a car
going 55 miles per hour can travel
the length of a football field.

Almost everyone's clock is
adjusted to make them feel tired in
the middle of the afternoon. I to 4
p.m., during what AAA calls . ilu-|,
"afternoon lull."
Nighttime, though, is the most
dangerous time to be driving. Most
people are programmed to sleep
when it's dark, and sleep becomes
hard to put off the later it is.
It is safest to avoid driving from 2
to 6 a.m., typically known as the
"low" period, according to Wake Up!
a pamphlet issued by the AAA
Foundation for Traffic Safety.
Angela France, a sophomore at
JMU, was driving home during this
low period on Christmas Eve two
years ago.
"I must have fallen asleep around
one of the corners I was turning
because when I woke up. my car had
veered off the read, and I was
heading
straight
for
an
embankment," she said.
"It was too late for me to avoid
the collision." France suffered only
minor injuries, but there was
significant damage done to her car.
Matson concluded in her artidi - v'
about falling asleep at the wheel that
"Today's cars are getting quieter,
cozier and more comfortable to
handle."
Driving becomes so automatic
that "a driver is often just sprawled in
his seat, monitoring the car's
progress." This is conducive to
relaxation, and more relaxed drivers
are naturally more inclined to fall
asleep, Matson said.
Drowsy drivers lose their
perception because their reaction
time is significantly lowered. These
drivers often fall victim to the
overpowering force of sleep.
The AAA Foundation for Traffic
Safety urges that experiencing any
signs of fatigue is an indication to
slop driving
Your first doze on the road could
be your last.
i
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B O O K F A
250,000 New Books
At 6o%-<)o% Off Retail
Featuring...
History
Literature
Cookbooks

Children's
Psychology
Self-Help

Sptcial Purchase: Over 175 Audio Book titles, including literature, history, suspense, poetry, classics,
foreign language,
Jk
•! f
^%
humor, business &

April
Located
between Harrisonburg
& Staunton, Va. 1-81 to Exit 240,
turn east on Rd. 682
& watch tor the
BOOK FAIR
signs.

Religion
Art
Best Sellers

I "JU

_

self help

Au-

thors include:

April 8-9

^:h wn:

Saturdays 9-9/Sundays 10-6

Angelou, Tom

Keillor, Maya
Clancy, Stephen
King, Ernest Hemingway, T.S. Eliot & many others.
Also... A large selection of Videos, including travel,
documentaries, Hollywood movies & PBS features.

^L

Have you
found love
on the
Internet?
Call Jen at
x5345 and tell
her your story.
yBody Works -<
Tattooing
presents

Body Piercing
by Anne Greenblatt

Saturday April 8th
Noon - 8 pm
-/ »•.

No Appointment Necessary
Professional & Hygienic
Free Consultation
New Needle Each Customer
Large Selection of Jewelry for Navels,
Noses and Everything in Between!
Surgical Steel, Colorful Niobium Rings
and Barbells
Call Anne at 804-232-3096 for Info

Affordable Living
At Ashby Crossing.
At Ashby Crossing Apartments, students get a few extra perks that
add up to big savings. Like gas heat and hot water and free 24-hour
emergency maintenance service. Affordable living at Ashby Crossing
also provides you with the extras that make life more enjoyable.
Volleyball and basketball courts and sports equipment and vacuums
available for free check out. There's even UPS and Postal services for
your convenience. Washer & dryer in every apartment, plus free public
recycling. Check out Ashby Crossing today. The very best in
affordable living.

*******

Body Works Tattooing
66 E. Market Street
Downtown Harrisonburg
433-2766
- \
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1235-F Devon Lane • Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • M-F 9-5 Sat. 10-1 &2-4
703-432-1 001 • Professionally managed by Snyd,er H\int
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Senior reliever a portrait of dedication
Dukes tri-captain Mike Venafro relies on work ethic in becoming a top reliever in the CAA
by Matthew Provence
sports editor
In a pariod where greed and
conflict; have overwhelmed the
national'pastime, it is a breath of
fresh air to witness a baseball player
driven by a love for the game.
A homing desire to play ball has
been (fifidfrying force behind the
career of JMU baseball tri-captain
Mike Venafro
"Anytime 1 get out there on the
mound, il'sn high point," said
Venafro, a senior. "I love the time on
the hill. I just love getting the ball."
; So far this year, JMU head coach
Kevin Anderson has kept the lefthanded reliever satisfied. In the
Pukes' 35 games this season,
Venafro has appeared on the mound
a team-high 18 times.
"I just thank Coach Anderson for
giving me the chances over and over
again," Venafro said. "I'm happy
with the innings and all the
opportunities I get."
The tri-captain has been effective
in his outings this season. Venafro
leaduhe team with four saves and is
tied for first with five wins.
But things have not always been
so fabfed for the southpaw. Prior to
the 1995 season, Venafro tallied just
18 2/3Tfnnings during his first three
years, '.v1
"It was frustrating," Venafro said.
"Everybo.dy goes through "Am I
gonna iwafe
gonna
maice it this
mis year'
year because
oecause

everybody comes in as a high school
star. It's tough to deal with."
The reliever made the squad as a
walk-on his freshman year after
receiving first team all-conference
honors his senior year at Paul VI
High School in Fairfax. Despite
seeing limited action at JMU.
Venafro said he stayed positive and
was determined to improve.
"Even in the hard times, I never
really thought of quitting," Venafro
said. '"Hard work' is what everyone
told me. I just kept working hard and
working hard."
An injury right before the start of
the 1994 season hampered Venafro's
chances of establishing a major role
out of the bullpen. Nevertheless, the
gamer once again relied,on his
determination and desire to have a
positive impact his senior year.
"Before the season, 1 was
confident I could do whatever the
coach told me to do," Venafro said.
"I was gonna take whatever came my
way."
And when opportunities have
been presented to Venafro this
season, the southpaw has been tough
on opposing hitters. Through
Tuesday, Venafro has worked 32 2/3
innings and posts an earned run
average of just 1.93.
"This year has been notably
different — I've emerged as one of
the closers," Venafro said. "You just
have to step up when you get the
chances."
chances.

FILE PHOTO

Senior Mike Venafro fires a pitch to the plate. The lefty leads the staff in appearances and saves.
Between March 5 and March 26.
two single-season records this year.
10. said it would be a dream for him
Venafro pitched 17-plus innings
Venafro is just one save away from to play baseball professionally.
without yielding a run.
tying the record of five set by Andy
"I'd love the opportunity, but in
During one week of this stretch,
Heintzleman in 1993. He also needs
most cases, [professional clubs) are
the reliever was named Colonial
only five more appearances to tie going to draft on size and potential,'.^
Athletic Association Player of the Greg Whiteman's record of 23 set
said Venafro. "If a scout wer%
Week.
last season.
looking at me. I'd hope he would see
The senior is also on pace to break
Venafro, who stands just 5-footmy
my competitiveness
competitiveness and
and my
my heart."
heart."

NCAA hoop junkies: the tourney is gone, but certain memories linger
Sports
Commentary
— Adam Foldenauer
Tying up loose strands of nylon from the
completed NCAA tourney:
• College hoop addicts (myself included),
it's time to return to the real world.
<*"
The NCAAs are over, kaput. Stan weaning
yourself from ESPN reruns of Dick Vitale's
postgame wrap-up shows. Put down the bracket
sheets — they're meaningless now — plus, you
memorized the pairings long ago.
Quick quiz: who did UCLA play in its first
round game? (Answer: Florida International,
but you knew that.)
• UCLA's 89-78 championship victory over
defending champ Arkansas doesn't appear to be
a shocker on the surface, but look between the
cracks and you start to wonder...
How did UCLA look so smooth without biglittle man Tyus Edney, who played only about
two minutes because of an injured wrist?
Throughout the tournament, the 5-foot-IO
Edney stepped-up for the Bruins when games
got sticky.
Cameron Dollar, Edney's replacement at the
point, was solid Monday, dishing out eight
assists, but one wonders why he wasn't picked
on more frequently by the Razorbacks' trapping
defense.
Speaking of which, what happened to the
Razorbacks' feared "D"?
The supposedly meek, sleek Bruins turned
the tables and stifled the hogs, holding Corliss
Williamson to (l 2 ugly points (3-01-16
scooting).
Arkansas guard Scotty Thurman —'last
year's Mr. Clutch —■ scoredonly five points.- ■

Bruin swingman Ed O'Bannon (30 points.
Finally, he can take an NCAA championship
17 boards, MVP) ran the show, but his
trophy and whack the legend of John Wooden
unexpected right-hand man was freshman guard
off his shoulders.
Toby Bailey.
• The whole "Wooden is God" theme got to
Bailey was slicker than his gel-heavy hair in
be a bit much Monday, especially when, as the
ringing up 26 points and
game ended, CBS play-bygrabbing nine boards.
play man Jim Nantz
Bailey's points weren't
jubilantly sung out. "There
garbage buckets, either. He
was a legend (Wooden) in
was taking on defenders for
the stands and some magic
dunks, fall-aways, scoops,
on the floor!"
you name it.
When did he think of that
Bailey's all-star
poetic line, last week? At
performance earns him the
least try to sound somewhat
top spot on a special (well,
Spontaneous. Plus. I didn't
son of) post season group:
see Earvin
Johnson
my NCAA All-Hair Team.
anywhere.
I
The squad is reserved for
But the bonehead quote of
players with unique skills
the night goes to studio host
and even more unusual 'dos.
Pat
O'Brien,
who
This year's team includes
philosophized after the
(with
hairstyle
in
Razorbacks' loss, "When
parenthesis):
Bailey
you sit down and think
(GQ/"90210"), Miami of
about it, there's really
Ohio's Devon Davis
nothing wrong with coming
(dreadlocks), St. Peter's
in second."
Mike Frensley (ponytail),
Really, Pat? How nice.
UNC's Dante Calabria (big
Tell that to the Buffalo Bills
hair) and Rasheed Wallace
or Atlanta Braves.
(uncombed with a curious
• With seemingly every
gray spot).
other Virginia team having
And who better to guide
participated in the post
the All-Hair Team than
season. Dukes fans have
former Notre Dame head
little room for in-state
coach and current ESPN inbasketball bragging rights
studio analyst Digger
this summer.
Phelps?
Virginia Tech took full
The once silver-domed
advantage of their busted
JAMES (TDELL/staffarlisl
Phelps now has hair with
NCAA bubble by accepting
more shades of brown than an autumn day. It
an NIT bid and marching to the crown.
must be Nice & Easy.
.• .
University of Virginia upended-No. I seed
• UCLA head coach Jim Harrick is one man
Kansas to advance-to-the NCAA-^EJitc Eight
who feels 1.000 pounds lighter with the Bruins'
before falling to A'rkans.is.
wm: ' '
•
George Mason Uriiversity'spli't 'the series

with JMU, University of Richmond beat the
Dukes once, and we all know about the
Monarchs. No trash talking in any of the above
areas.
Then there's Liberty. Remember the
Flames? Not many do — the game was right
after the Dukes stunned Purdue. JMU lost to
Liberty, 86-80.
If I get any harassment from Jerry Fallwcll's
bunch, I'm going to hurt someone, and I'm not
a violent person.
At least Lefty & Co. schooled William &
Mary thrice and hung on to beat Virginia
Commonwealth University by two.
• After seeing Old Dominnion's gripping
performance in the Big Dance. I wonder how
JMU lost to the Monarchs by only five in the
Colonial Athletic Association tourney final.
The Monarchs are solid in nearly all phased
of the game and don't have those ugly spells of
ineptitude that plagued JMU all season.
Scooting aside the magnitude factor, ODU's
89-81 first round triple-overtime upset of Big
East champ Villanova ranks as one of the best
games in this year's NCAAs. A 14-seed over a
three-seed is drama enough, but three OT's give
cause for heart failure.
Also, single-game performances don't come
much better than the Monarchs' Petey Sessoms'
effort against the Wildcats.
Sessoms, the CAA Player of the Year,
poured in 35 pressure-packed points against
Villanova and carried his team when it
mattered.
Two types of players exist in basketball:
those who come through under pressure and
those who don't. Put Sessoms in the former
category.
• All things considered. I suppose its just as
well college basketball is through for '95. I do
have classes to urtend. and the baseball season
•will be upon us before wc know it.
|
After,all. man cannot live on Dickie "V"
alone . . Baybeeeeooceer!!!!
*~r
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2 Blocks to Campus
MADISON SQUARE
TOWNIIH

9t pays to shop
close to home.
Check out these new
stores at the mall with It all!
Sbarro Italian Eatery Limited Express
Northern Reflections Sunglass Hut
Reel Collections
Wendy's
Cellular One
Software, Etc.
Hot heimer's Stride Rite

3 Bedroom 2 1/2 bath
Fully furnished units
Individual leases

* SOME ROOMS
REDUCED*

Appliances furnished
Central heat/air

CALL TODAY
434-1173
COLDWELL BANKER
HORSLEY AND CONSTABLE

Opening Spring 1995
Victoria's Secret
American Eagle Outfitters
Gold Cup Kaffe1

COLDUJGLL
BANKER□

■A

VALLEY MALL

hi V

V

1-81 AND ROUTE 33 E. • HARRISONBURG, VA EXIT 247A
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m., Sun. 12:30-5:30

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE
y

Enter to win a Cancun vacation! See Customer Service for details!

•

Pizza Combo
•Reg. Slice «Med. Drink
$1.99 Exp. 4/30/95
"r '

one Extra Topping ■ Two Large Cheese Pizzas ■
For Any Large Pizza

.•■■■>

FREE

■

(tlA 00

Exp. 4/30/95 ■!■■§ ...

TIV«7'

, . Exp. 4/30/95_!

In her final year of eligibility,
track stand-out Tiombe Hurd is
adding an exclamation point to
an already stellar collegiate
career.
Hurd, who graduated from JMU
in December 1994, earned lief fourth
All-America honor at the NCAA
Indoor Championships March 10-11.
Hurd said she plans to continue
her athletic career while balancing
the demanding requirements of the
graduate program at Howard
University, where she will begin
working on her master^ of business
administration degree in the fall.
In addition, she will be working a
full-time job.
"I definitely think that I am
capable oi balancing these activities;
I did it all through college," said
Hurd, a hotel and restaurant
management major. "Having so
much to do has helped me to succeed
because I just don't have the time to
think about my activities.
"I have to just keep moving
constantly so that I can become even
more focused on my goals for the
future."
Tiombe is going to continue her
training after the end of the outdoor
season with George Mason
University head track coach Norm
Gordon.
"He [Norm Gordon] has trained
several Olympic jumpers, and I think
that he can really help me develop
and advance to this level of
competition," Tiombe said.
Gwen Harris, women's track
coach at JMU, said. "Tiombe is a
very talented athlete who has
increased her level of determination
and motivation over the past few
years.
'Tiombe can definitely advance to
the next level of competition, but she
needs to experience the differences
between international and collegiate
competition. She has never felt the
pressure involved with international
competition."
Harris said she thinks Hurd's
attitude and her desire to achieve will
help her attain her athletic
aspirations.
"One of the main differences she
will encounter in her post-collegiate
career is the emphasis on the
individual rather than the team,"
Harris said.
Harris also said she will be

j&
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ombe Hurd flies out on top
by Pete Haggarty

KYLE BVSS/siaff photographer
Senior Tiombe Hurd soars through the air during practice Tuesday. Hurd hopes to compete in the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta.

working now purely for her own
success. "The team has not impeded
her success, but it has prevented her
from concentrating on her triple
jump."
Hurd, who was ranked ninth
among American women in the triple
jump by USA Track & Field for the
1995 indoor season, plans to
concentrate mainly on her jumping.
"I think my strongest event is the
triple jump, but I need to continue to
work on my speed, which is
important in this event," Hurd said.
"I also plan to continue lifting to
build up my legs — something that I
have been doing more and more over
the past four years. I have noticed a
definite improvement in my speed

Championships and garnered her first
All-America honors.
At the NCAA Outdoor
Championships that same year, she
took eighth place and once again
walked
away
with
AllAmericahonors. She was also ranked
10th nationally among American
triple jumpers
By her final year of eligibility.
Hurd increased her training regimen,
enabling her to realize her potential.
"This year has given me
confidence about my ability to
compete at the professional level."
Hurd said.
Hurd met the automatic qualifying
standard for the NCAA National
Championships with a school-record

jump of 42-3 1/2 at the first meet of
the season.
Hurd also won her first long jumpy '
competition ever at the Virginia Tech
meet Jan. 15.
At
the
NCAA
Indoor
Championships. Hurd placed fifth
with a school-record jump of 42-9 —
eclipsing her previous school record
by 5.5 inches.
"I am just looking forward to the
future, but intend to concentrate the
rest of this season," Hurd said. "My
goal is to be a member of the first
United States triple jump team at the
Olympics in Atlanta.
"I just have to set goals for myself
that will make me strive for greater
things," Hurd said.

SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS

WOMEN'S LAC ROSSI.
JMU holds fourth place ranking
in Coaches Association
School
1. Maryland
2. Dartmouth
3. Princeton
4. James Madison U.
5. William & Mary

and strength," she said.
Hurd's improvement during her
college career becomes apparent with
just one view her career statistics.
In her first year of collegiate
competition, Tiombe placed 13th in
the triple jump at the NCAA
Championships.
She won this same event at the
Penn Relays.
"My freshman year, I was plagued
with injuries, and this caused a lot of
inconsistency in my jumping," Hurd
said.
In the 1993 season. Tiombe began
to see rapid improvement with
increased training and lack of
injuries. Hurd placed third in the
triple jump at the NCAA Indoor

Record
6-0
4-0
5-1
8-2
7-1
JMU defeated William & Mary 6-5
Wednesday at Barksdale Field in Williamsburg.
The Tribe, ranked fifth in the nation, kept the
score close throughout the game, but was
unable to pull out the victory.
The Tribe's Melissa Bristow scored on a
free position shot with two seconds left in the
first half to even the score at 3-3. Junior Caryn
Habay scored first in the second half for the
Dukes. William & Mary's Amy Umbach
evened the score 47 seconds later. JMU came
vback and scored two more goals with more than
16 minnies.letf on tfre flock..The. Tribe could.

only come up with one more goal, as Ronya
Walker scored her second goal of the game
with just over nine minutes left.
JMU goalie junior Meg Cortezi recorded 11
saves in the game, helping increase JMU's
record to 9-2 overall and 6-1 in the CAA.
William & Mary falls to 7-2 overall and 3-1 in
CAA competition.

MEN'S BASEBALL
Dukes take over first place in
CAA, first time since 1988
Team
CAA
James Madison
9-3
Richmond
8-4
Old Dominion
6-3
George Mason
4-2
East Carolina
3-6
UNC-Wilmington 3-6
William & Mary
0-9

GB

i.o
1.5
2.0
4.5
4.5
7.0

The Dukes are on top of the CAA standings
for the firsf firhe under second-year head coach
i Kevin Anderson.

JMU climbed into first place for the first
time since 1988 by winning two of three games
against University of Richmond, while Old
Dominion University lost two of three to UNCWilmington Saturday and Sunday.
Virginia Tech left-hander Brian Fitzgerald
shut the Dukes down, Monday as the junior
became the first opponent to no-hit the Dukes
in a 5-0 victory Monday.
Diamond Notes: Pitching staff has yielded just
four earned runs through the last four games for
an ERA of 1.09.. . . Dukes are currently ranked
4th in hitting (.284) and 5th in pitching (3.84)
as of Monday. . . . Mike Venafro leads the
league with four saves.. . . Kevin Nehring's 17
doubles leads the CAA. . . . JMU's 14-inning,
6-5 win against Virginia Tech Monday is the
longest game in JMU history.. .. Dukes are 6-0
in extra inning games. . . . Dukes have won 12
games by two or less runs this season. . . .
Junior Greg Bulheller is batting .467 with a
homer, three doubles and six RBIs over nine
games. . . . Bulheller is also JMU's top hitter
against CAA foes at .371.

Dukes destroy Marshall, 15-3 ■
JMU defeated Marshall in a game at
Marshall University Wednesday. Senior Jay
Johnson went^-4 in hitting, with a three run
homer and six JtBls. Senior Kevin Nehring
went 5-5 liming with five RBIs. Sophomore
Tim Bouch pitched eight innings, giving up
five hits, but struck out eight and walked one.
JMU lost the^first game of the season to
Marshall, 9-6. •*»

WOMEN'S OOLF
JMU finishes 13th at Duke
The Dukes finished 13th at the Duke
University Spring Invitational with a three
round total of 989. The top JMU finisher was
junior Niki Crist with a three round total of 244.
finishing 43rd in a field of 90. Senior Christy
Power finished in a three way tie for 48th (246).
Other JMU finishers included sophomore
Danielle Zahaba (248) and senior Heidi.
McWilliams (25I). Freshman Katr/ryifVWd
wtihdiew.froirn»mpetitian.
.
•. (.'•
***■
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Get Your Bike Readv For Serin2
Tune-Up
Reg. $25

Special $15

Tune-Up & Drive Train Clean
Reg. $50
Special $30
Overhaul
Reg. $79

mm* Special $59

Cool Breeze
CycleryA
1550 H. Market St.
(by Wilderness Voyages
Fitness
433-0323

%<

Mon.-Fri.: 10-8
s,. 10-5
Sat.:

Come

GET THE

i

«

Has AIDS affected
your life in any way?
If so, call the Focus
section at x6729
Confidentiality can be maintained
if requested.

See the

ATTENTION

at

Best

the

Olde Mill Village

YOU
WANT!

■

'

in

The Breeze
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 568-6127

c_hi|rs
coining soon to Harrisonburg
We'll be open when you
return to school!
*f If you're Interested In working In a fun,
0* fast-paced atmosphere, and live near
one of our Chili's restaurants-bring this
ad with you and start working this summer!
We will have numerous positions for employees In good standing to transfer to our
new Harrisonburg location!

APPLY TODAY
at any of thoso Chili's locations:
m VIRGINIA
/f alls Church
/Baileys
/Reston
Crossroads
/-Springfield
/Fairfax
/Tysons Comer
/Woodbridge
/•Richmond
/Manassas
/Charlottesvllle
In MARYLAND
/Laurel
/Annapolis
/Rockville
/Waldorf

Experience a
COLDLUGLL
BANKER □
HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE
Exclusive Managing Agent

LIVE Broadcast!

APRIL 19 5:30-7:30
If you haven't made your housing arrangement for the
'95-'96 school year yet, this is a great opportunity to
check out the best in Harrisonburg housing.

FOR MORE INFO, CALL BRENT TODAY 432-9502

»qu1 opportunity «mptoyf, nVt.
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Joe Cartoon\Brian Kersbasky

Verisimilitude \Brent Coulson

7TW UoeiS So tanked!
ne Josl came

;.'

VALETS Of THE JUNGLE
Calvin and Hobbes\tff'tf Watterson
ITS HARD TO KNOJ WHATS
IMPORTANT IN LIFE.

WE PONT NOTKE THE. SMALL
STUF F A.ND WERE. NEVER
PREPARED FOR THE BIG STUFF.

7

WHAT ABOUT THE STUFF
IN BETWEEN?

LETS HOPE BUMBLING ALONG
WITHOUT A CLUE
IS IMPORTANT.
)

Close to Home\John McPherson

ACCORDING TO
THE WS. FRESH
BREATH AND DW
ARMPITS ARE
CRUCIAL

4-6

Mcfrf(T°*

Night Life\3f<irrfo Nozzarella
LJVJERJ

^

VE

HAVE

YOU C^EFAJ
UP TO?

gEEAJ
>G eusy.

LETS

GET

SO/^E
DRIMKS

you z*-> A WHILE!
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Time is Running Out!
11.
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Spaces available for singles and doubles only
Roommate referrals available
Call The
Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
Commons
comes with:
• Free Cable television
today at
(a $650 savings - includes
432-0600
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
• Double bed in each bedroom
and get off
• Full size washer and dryer
• 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
Office Hours
campus
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5:30
kitchen and one in each bedroom
Sat. 11 - 4:00
this
fall!
• 5 Cable hookups - one in the
Sun. 10:30 - 2:30
PURCEU
PAKK

•
•

•
•
•

living room and one
in each bedroom
Built in microwave oven
Patio or balcony
Free Water and Sewer
Free trash pick-.up
Full-time maintenance. iv.

i: i
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JAM£S
MADtSCN
UNIVERSITY

f , 8.69-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.

^
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CLASSIFIEDS

—

FOR RENT
College Station * University
Place - 3 or-WJR Arts Apple Real
Estate, Inc. (703)433-9576
5-BR townhouss - 5 BRS, furnished; walking distance; $190240/mo.; one-year lease (August
•9*August '96); W/D; (703)450Qraca St. - Walk to class,
laundry tacilities, appliances;
ir lease, $340/mo; 9 mo.,
iO/mo.; 6 mo., $360/mo.
lilable June 1 to Sept. 1. 434T/434-1173
HUB* S-BR Civil War-era house Available June 1. About 7 miles
efsl of town. 2 baths, 2 kitchens.
$700/mo. A must seel Call Dannie
al The Prudential, 434-5150.
3 A 4-BR condos - At University
Place, fully furnished, W/D, DW.
close to campus. 10 & 12 mo. leases. Dannie at The Prudential, 4345150
3-BR townhouaes - At Madison
Square. Furnished, W/D, DW, 2 1/2
baths, close to campus. 10 & 12
rrio. leases. Dannie at The
Prudential, 434-5150.
Madison Manor - 2 & 3-BR apta.
2 full baths, fireplaces, Jacuzzi,
swimming pool, view of the mountains. From $450/mo. Call
Stephanie at The Prudential, 4321860.
Hunter's Rldga condoa - As low
as $l80/mo. per person, some with
new carpetsl Call Joe at The
Prudential, 434-5150.
Large 4-BR townhouaes - At
Country Club Court. Furnished &
unfurnished units. Full-size W/D,
DW, 2 1/2 baths, quiet. Dannie at
The Prudential, 434-5150.
6 people to occupy very nice
SBR - 3 bath, fully furnished townhouse at University Court beginning
Aug. 15. All appliances plus W/D
included. Individual leases available at $200/person Reserve this
unit before April 1 A save $600 on
the security deposit. Call today,
Coidwell Banker, 434-1173.
2 apta. available In older horns 2-BR unit available June 1 at
$220/person; 3-BR unit at
$i90/person also available June 1.
The cost for water & heat will be
included In the rent for each unit.
Each unit will share a backyard A
front porch. Call for appt. at
Coldwetl Banker, 434-1173.
4-BR townhouss - Large bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, lots of storage,
low utility bills, excellent condition,
quiet. Dutchmill Court. $185/person. 3 BR also available, $175/person. 434-2100
Subleaas this Summer - 1BR,
discount, The Commons. Call
Trina, 433-9269.
Summer sublet in Olde Mill - 4
rooms available. Call 564-1539
Summer sublet - Commons apt.
for $185. Call Christina, 434-3491.
Sublet — June-August. Big, nice
house. Fenced-in yard with deck.
Large bedroom; females only. Call
Karen 432-6048.

Forsst Hills townhouss still available - June 1. 12 mos., furnished
for 6. Great location to JMU. Call
now, 867-5903
Two studious, laid-back, partying
upperclassmen looking for as many
as two fall roommates, one spring
roommate A/or one full-year roommate in a loaded 3-BR apt., 2
blocks from campus on Main St.
Call Jen/Windy. 433-2164.

CHRISTOPHEL
PROPERTIES
4BR - $740/mo.
3BR - $S2S/mo.

2BR-$360-$430/mo.
1BR-$325/mo.
Dutch Mill Court,
Rosedale, Ohio Ave.
Quiet, good condition,
energy efficient.
Caring Management

434-2100
$100/mo., June-July subleaas Olde Mill or $150/mo. June-August
sublease Old South High, call
Josh, 433-3913.
Summer sublssss - The
Commons, June-August. Call Jill,
433-6971.
One Hunter's Ridgs 5-BR spt.
lettl Call Joe at The Prudential
Property Management, 434-5150.
3BRi at Hunter's Ridge? Call Joe
A find out how you can live at
Hunter's Ridge with a group of
three. 434-5150, Prudential
Property Management.

Roommates for Gingerbread
Houae next year, $1807rno. Close
to campus. Call 434-4610.

Fender Squire II with Peavey Hall
Slack & Head unit. $650, negotiable. 289-6234

Inexpensivs ($150/mo.) - 4BR
apt. Utilities included. For details,
call 433-6438.

HELP WANTED

May session sublet - Call Lisa at

Are You
An Extrovert?

434-6484.

Qingsrbrssd Houss sublst Summer. Call Usa at 434-6484.
Summer sublst - Faculty houss
in county
(10
min.
from
Harrisonburg) mid-June-August.
Reduced rent in exchange forlawn
care. Prefer quiet grad students
with references. Call 833-2206.
Roommate nasdad - 3 guys,
Hunter's Ridge. 4BR, 2 baths, furnished, 10 mo. lease. August-June,
$205/mo. 434-5053
Female roommate - '95-'96.
$106/mo , utilities included. 4339416, Dee or Mia.

Summer aublet cheap! Olde Mill,
2 rooms available Call Maggie,
433-0446.
Subleaas "The Beehive" this
summer. 4BRs available mid-May
thru mid-August. Call Kerri, 4343222 or Natalie, 564-2416.
Sublease 1BR at The CommonsMay-August. Female non-smoker.
Call Kerri, 434-3222.
3BRs, 2 baths furnished condo Water/sewer included, W/D, MW.
Roommate placement, bus service.
$195 or $225 private bath. 4338822
4BRs, 2 baths furnished condo Water/sewer included, W/D, MW.
Roommate paicement, deck, bus
service to campus, $i85/person.
433-8822
Summer sublst - Close to campus. Great location! Call Emily,
433-3896.
'95-96 leaae - Furnished 4BR
College Station, 3BR Madison
Square. 434-3397

Houss - Walking distance to
campus & downtown. Off-street
parking Upstairs has 3BRs, kitchen
A bath, available June 1.
Downstairs has 4BRs, kitchen &
bath, available in August. $l60/person plus share utilities. Lease &
deposit 433-1873

Attention JMU students University Place condo for lease,
available June '95. 4BR, 2 full
baths, A/C. Fully furnished plus all
major appliances. Unit in excellent
condition, reasonable price. Call for
details, (800)231-4782, ask for
Kevin Gutshall.

Summer sublease - Qrattan St.,
$75/mo. 432-0751

Summer sublet - May-August.
Call Kelly or Trang, 433-1579.

BBC
381 Spinning Wheel Lane
Winchester, VA 22603
attn: General Sales Manager

JHftBRfilfZE, .Xhu/^Aptjil 6,rl?95?£7

GARDENER
• Part-Time Now A Summer
• Flexible Hours
• Good Psy
• Some Experience
Pisntlng Required
Csll Dsbney or Tins:
433-1833
10 studenta from JMU & UVA
made $10,000 last summer. Be one
of the 10 JMU students thai makes
over $10,000 this summer. Call for
interview. 574-3103
NOW HIRING FOR FALL
BOOKRUSH!
JMU Bookstore
Dates 8/25/95-9/9/95 $4 90/hr
State application a completed Fall
schedule required Cash register experience prelerred but not required
APPLY IN PERSON BY APRIL 21

SERVICES

Do you want to become an Investigator? Honor Council Investigator applications will be available from March 30
until 5 p m on April 7 Applications can
be picked up & turned m at the Honor
Council Office in Taylor Hal. rm 226
For more detailed info on the position.
please call the office at «6383 or stop by
anytime Thanks!!1

A big thanks to all of the Rangers
from Friday night that helped me
get my car safely back on the
ground. We'll have to do it again
some time!
Intramural Sports Council
is seeking new members! would you
like to impact decisions made on the
new Recreation Center7 Improve JMU's
Intramural Program'' If yes. apply to be
a member of the Sports Council
Applications available in Warren 300
Deadline is Thursday. April 20 at S p.m.

fit

Jonathan
Rhudy
Congratulations on a |Ob well
done. The Breeze is almost as
lucky to have called you its advertising manager as I am to call you
my boyfriend. Your biggest fan

Summer sublet - Olde Mill,
$l30/mo. plus utilities. Call Jill,
564-0737.

$1,750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info, call
(202)298-9065.

'95-96 - Roommate wsntsd for
two Junior men living in furnished
3BR plus den Hunter's Ridge townhouse. $240/mo. including utilities,
maid service & many extras. Call
Tom, 433-5260.

International Employment - Earn
up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages
required. For info call (206)6321146, ext. J53252.

FOR SALE

Cruise ships now hiring - Earn
up to $2,000+/mo. working on
cruise ships or land-tour companies. World travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.) Seasonal &
full-time employment available. No
experience necessary For more
info call (206)634-0468, ext.
C53256.

Free financial aid) More than $6
billion in private sector grants A
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Call Student
Financial Services, (800)263-6495,
ext F56382

IK wishes good luck to everyone
during Greek week!

Jess' Quick Lunch - Waitresses
needed. Must be able to work lunch
hours & during the summer. Apply
in person.

A professions! resume - Resume
consulting available, laser printer.
Call 432-1356.

(formerly Newman
Underground)

University Realty
invites you to come & see how JMU students & parents are saving thousands ol
dollars on their overall cost of an education by owning at Hunters Ridge! Call or
stop by today
715-A Pott Republic Rd
Ken Honeycutt. Broker
(703)434-4424

MADISON TERRACE
- One Block From The Quad 1BR.$325
2BR = $40O
3BR - $525
Units include: Heat, Hot Water,
Refuse, Laundry Facility, New
Carpets, Etc
Check these out before
they are gonellll
Call Dannie A The Prudential
Property Management, 434-5150

Are you motivated by $$$$$$$?
Enjoy working with the public?
Have knowledge in advertising?
Lifestyle allows you to work early &
late, weekends when needed.
Have good writing & verbal skills.
College grad with great ambition.
Great opportunity with a great
company. Excellent benefits. 401K
& much more1!! Send resume to:

t

Home-brewing kits - Malts, hops,
yeasts, literature. Call 432-6799.
'84 Honda 750 Interceptor -

$1500. (704)669-5508

Looking to buy word processor
when you really want a computer?
Great Compaq 286 with spreadsheet & grammar checker software
included! New parts, great deal!
$225/obo. Call Karen, 564-0580.
Cannon AE1 camera with case New, approximately $150. 4331689, evenings.
For ssls - 1979 BMW 3201, 4speed, sunroof, air, AM/FM cassette, front spoiler, fog lights.
Repainted by E&E Auto. Silver BBS
low profile wheels. Excellent condition, $6,500. 433-0735
1986 Toyota Camry LE Automatic, good mileage, CD player, overall great condition, $4250.
Call Lori, 434-4180.
JMU Bookstore - New York Times
& Washington Post. Best sellers
are 15% off everyday! Check it out!
Gary Fiaher mountain bike - 16
1/2 in., $350/obo. Credit cards welcome. 433-1993
Twin bed - Excellent condition.
Call Lisa at 434-6484.
1988 VW Fox - 2 door hatchback,
4 speed. Well-maintained, new
brakes, new 60,000 mile tires.
Excellent condition all around.
$180O/obo. 333-2213

1984 Toyota for Sale

Runs Great

$1,499
88,000 mi.
Call 289-5337

Summer jobs - Positions available in Charlottesville or Northern
Virginia. Earn $3,500-$7,000 with
Student
Services
Moving
Company. Inc. Training traveC
bonuses, tips. Call (80C)76MOVE1
tor more info or an application
Alasks summsr employment Fishing industry. Earn to $3,000$6,000+/mo.
♦
benefits.
Male/Female. No experience necessary. (206)545-4155, ext.A53253
Challenging outdoor summsr
camp jobs with Easter Seal camps
for children & adults with physical
or cognitive disabilities. Salary,
room/board provided. Male/female
counselors, aquatic, horseback,
crafts, adventure, food service. 2
camps in Virginia Blue Ridge
Mountains, or near Virginia East
coast. All majors welcome to apply.
Contact Kris Sorenson, Camp
Easter Seal, P.O. Box 5496,
Roanoke, VA 24012. (800)3651656
Earn $500 or more weekly slutting
envelopes al home Send long
SASE to Country Living Shoppers,
Dept. M18, P.O. Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727.
Summer opportunity - Lochearn
Camp for Girls seeks kind, enthusiastic female staff with strong activity skills in gymnastics, tennis,
watersports (WSI certified), studio
& performing arts, field sports,
English riding, hiking. Outstanding
facilities, magnificient Vermont setting, 20 mm. from Dartmouth
College. Positive attitude required,
prior experience is not! Mid-June
through Mid-August. Contact Rich
Maxson, Box 500, Post Mills, VT
05058. (800)235-6659
Reliable atudant wantedl Make
easy money posting & maintaining
fliers. Paid monthly. Call (800)3430505.

DJ Music A Karaoke - Melrose,
tormals,
etc.
National
DJ
Connection, 433-0360.
Skydlvel Freefall al Skydive
Orange! Best instruction & prices
(703)942-3871, ask about JMU student discounts. Come jump with us!

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the investigation of financing business
opportunities A work-at-home
opportunities, contact the
Better Buainess Bureau Inc., st
(703) 342-3455.

COFFEEHOUSE
Friday, April 7 8-10 p.m.
Special Muaical Guests:
Msl lee A TBAI
It sll happens st the
Center for Off-Campus Living
1st Floor Taylor
Free Muaic Free Music Free

SADLER
Friday, April 7
at IK I
(Bring I.D.)
"no pissing in the dryer"
Senior Sigms Ksppas - Your little
buddies love you!

WANTED

MEET
NEW PEOPLE
THE FUN WAY
TODAY

Wsntsd - 2 roommates for 19951996. Hunter's Ridge, $190/mo.
Call 434-7101.

1-900-776-6600
Ext. 2689

Someone to sublease - AprilAugust. The Commons apts.
$l85/mo. includes cable, water,
sewer. Contact Renee, 564-2505.
Wanted - Energetic, highly motivated individual for women s basketball manager. Contact Coach
Roberts at 568-6513.

PERSONALS
Come In A show studsnt ID &
receive $3 off any service at The
Sludio, 434-8188.
CROP Walk meeting on April 6 at
7 p.m. in the Allegany Room.
Witness the Miracle - Godspell,
April 11-15.
Adoption - JMU graduate & husband unable to have children wish
to adopt in Infant. Legal A confidential. Please call Becky A Tim collect, (410)833-7432, anytime
Attention - All Golden Key mem
bers! Next general meeting
Monday, April 10, 1995 in Taylor
400 at 4:30 p.m.
Congrats to Virginia Landgraf A
friends for winning the JMU campus-wide
Women's
Soccer
Tournament!

. S2.99 per mln. Must be 18 yr». old.
Procall Co., (602)954-7420.

Attention - All Golden Key members! Next general meeting
Monday, April 10, 1995 in Taylor
400 at 4:30 p.m.
Do you want to save $300?
If you will be a full-time commuter
student for the '95-'96 school year.
You can save $300 in utility
deposits with the Utility Deposit
Assistance Program. Jusl go to the
Cashier's Office with $20 CASH A
fill out a UDAP conlract. Contracts
will also be available at the Center
for Off-Campus Living located in
the first floor of Taylor Hall from
April 24-28. Contracts need to be
taken out only by those studentsc
whose names will be on utility bills.
Questions? Call the COCL at
X6828.

Recycle this

Breeze
as if your life
depends on it.

It does.

Qet in on the action — Breeze classifieds
Come to The Breeze offices in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger Hall to find out how!
Vri
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Happy Deals Are Here Again!
Gatti's Strikes Back With These Hits...
V
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Gatti's
Delivery
Hotline
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